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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Scope 

A consi erable amount of work has been done in the field of state 

estimation s nee the late forties. For nonlinear systems, the observers have 

mainly relie on the precise knowledge of the plant. Recently, state estimation 

of nonlinea system in the presence of uncertainty has attracted much 

attention. his attention, of course, is due to the fundamental importance 

of the issue. There are several robust observers for the uncertain systems, 

for example sliding observers, VSS observers, adaptive observers etc. 

[Misawa, 1989]. However, choosing a proper observer is not easy because, 

in many casls, the observer design is problem-dependent. 

· Recent14 price-reduced and powerful microprocessors have applied to 

nonlinear estimation techniques that require on-line calculations. However, 

the estimati I n schemes, for example, with the computation of the coupled 

covariance a d filter equations are burdensome on applicable capabilities of 

the micropr cessors in practice. Hence, this study aims at developing a 

simple str cture observer so that it, can be implemented using 

microproces ors. 

1 
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For non inear/uncertain systems, adaptive and robust observers have 

been propo+d. Since the robustnes.s of the variable structure• system is 

known, non}inear observers using "sliding mode" technique- have been 

studied in se~eral ways. An approach using the dual concept of,the variable 

structure sy~tem requires the so-called "matching condition.", Misawa et 

al., propose a sliding observer that can be designed without ,the matching 

ey proposed two· design procedures: the first oner is for the case 

of the strict! positive real system and the other one is based on the absolute 

stability the I rem. With the absolute stability theorem, t~e sliding observer 

utilizes a sa uration function instead of a sign function .. 

This st dy focuses on the robust features of the sliding observer by 

introducing a Lyapunov-like function theorem. The, main works are 

summarized as follows: first, the fundamentals of the sliding observer were 

reviewed an I explained systematically for the robust features including the 

shearing effe s. For the stability of the observer, the worst case was analyzed 

so that an al ebraic stability condition was derived for the 2-order case. By 

introducing coordinate transformation, it is found that the sliding observer 

can be inter reted in the light of a linear system theory. Stability theorems ·· 

combined th·s coordinate transformation and the Lyapunov-like theorem 
\ 

were proved or the stability of the observer. Consequently, a robust nonlinear 

observer de ign algorithm, "Sliding, Observer design by wOrst reaching 

dynamics fo Nonlinear/ uncertain system" (SOON) is developed for a phase 

variable can nical form system. Several comparative examples show the 

strong point of the sliding observer. , 

The slid"ng observer for multiple measuremeqts was developed and 
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applied to de igning an observer based controller for a SCARA robot. 

In order to realize the optimal Kalman-Bucy filter, we should know the 

exact intens·ties of noise which compose the state error covariance matrix, 

i.e., the Rice ti equation. Practically, however, the noises are not measurable, 

and the noi e intensities may be changed according to the variation of 

operating co ditions. With the nominal statistical properties of the sensor 

noises, Mis wa[1988] applied the method of statistical linearization in 

designing a uboptimal stochastic sliding observer. In his study, the method 

was applied the first order Markov process. The extension from the first 

order Mark I process of the previous. work [Misawa, 1988] to the second 

order Mark v process was performed. The extension work includes the 

parameter ismatch cases in which the optimal solution of the Lyapunov 

equation wa numerically obtained by the steep decent method. 

1.1.3 Proble 

A nonli ear dynamic system can usually be represented by a set of 

nonlinear di erential equations in this form: 

z = g(z, u, t, w' 0) 

= h(z, u, t, v, 0) 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where g(z, u t, w, 0) is an nxl nonlinear vector function, and z is the internal 

state vector; y is the measurement vector, u is the control input vector, and 

w and v are the process and measurement noise vectors. 0 is the system 

parameter, nd the system is explicitly time dependent. 

A state stimation problem can be interpreted as a composition of a 

dynamical s stem that estimates the state z from the measurement y and 

possibly incl ding the input u. In this study, we are interested in a simple 
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and robust o server that will guarantee a priori stability and convergence 

with some re axed knowledge of the system. Practically, the observer will 

be implemented using microprocessors or computers and will be corrupted 

with measurJment noise and process noise. With this scope, the ideal state 

estimation pJoblem can be described as designing a simple observer that 

can be impleLented with desired accuracy and stability in the noise and 

uncertain en [~onment. For practical situations, the class of problems will 

be specified. n the study, the plant is assumed to be described by systems of 

first order di I erential equations in the canonical form: 

Z1 = Z2 

Z2 = Z3 
(1.3) 

z0 = g(z,u,t,w,0) 
(t) = C z(t) (1.4) 

where ze RnJe z1, Ce R1xn and g(z,u,t,w,0) is a nonlinear/uncertain function. 

1.2 Literature Survey 

re survey was performed on the nonlinear observers and the 

related field such as stability theories and robust control. The nonlinear 

observer su ey includes a brief summary of Misawa and Hedrick's recent 

paper (see d tail Misawa [1989]) and is updated with the papers published 

since 1989. 

Since th cornerstone of modern estimation theories, the Wiener filter 

and the cele rated Kalman filter, the estimation theory has been a very 

vigorous rese rch topic. In the case of a linear plant and a linear relationship 
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between the nknown state and the noisy observations, the estimation problem 

has been so ved by Kalman and Bucy [Kalman, 1960; Kalman, 1961]. 

Furthermore the Kalman filter is so easily installed in computers that it 

has been wid ly used. 

In the no -linear case, the Extended Kalman filter [Gelb, 1974; Sorenson, 

1985] has a a alogous structure to the Kalman filter. The Extended Kalman 

filter uses b th the nonlinear and linear models, and it assumes that the 

system is pe fectly known. The computation of the coupled covariance and 

filter equat on imposes considerable real-time computational efforts 

[Wishner, 1 69; Misawa, 1989]. To avoid the computational load, the 

approximati n of the Extended Kalman filter's residual-gain was 

precomputed in the Constant Gain Extended Kalman filter [Safonov, 1978; 

This method has the guaranteed robustness as the 

mathematic 1 dual of the LQG controller. This method assumes that the 

system matr x is Gateaux differentiable [Holzman, 1970], nonanticipative, 

dynamical onlinear operators with finite incremental gain so that has 

limitation o hard nonlinearities. 

Phaneu [1968] developed a Statistically Linearized filter [Gelb, 197 4] 

that uses th describing function. It requires the probability density function 

to determine the describing function. Beaman [1984] suggests the new scheme 

to lessen the computational burden due to the error covariance equation. A 

priori perfo mance and robustness cannot be guaranteed without exactly 

knowledge o the statistics of x. 

The con ept of Global Linearization Methods was introduced by Bestle 

and Zeitz [1 83] and extended to the multiple output case by Krener et al. 

[Krener, 19 5; Walcott, 1987]. With the assumption of the existence of a 

nonlinear t ansformation T(x*) that in the new coordinate x*, the system 
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may be tran formed into a linear observer canonical form. Following the 

arguments i volving the starting vector of Bestle and Zeitz [1983], Walcott et 

al., showed he necessary transformation for a single output case. This 

method tran forms a system into a simple linear system but cannot guarantee 

the existenc of the transformation. 

Another approach is the Extended Linearization Method, which falls 

into the catigory of gain scheduling methods. Baumann and Rugh [1986] 

introduce alnl observer".'design technique for non-:linear systems that yields 

constant eig nvalues for the error differential equation linearized about 

fixed equili rium points. The method of extended linearization requires 

that the sy. tern dynamics be known exactly, and this method cannot 

guarantee t e performance and stability except in the neighborhood of 

constant ope ating points. 

One major idea in designing the nonlinear observer is linearizing the 

system abou a nominal trajectory so that the linear obs~rver technique is 

applied. other way to design the nonlinear observer is to use a 

transformat · on technique that expresses the system in observable canonical 

form that si plifies the design process. 

Howeve , most of the schemes of nonlinear observers have relied on an 

exact knowlldge of the system. Recently, the robustness of observer for a 

nonlinear s stem has been pursued by using the dual concept of Variable 

Structure S stem [Drakunov, 1986; Slotine, 1987; Misawa, 1988; Misawa, 

1989; Walco t, 1986; Walcott, 1987; Chen, 1987; Chen, 1990]. A nonlinear 

observer us·ng the sliding mode technique was analyzed for a stochastic 

case by Dra unov [1986] and for a deterministic case by Slotine, Hedrick and 

6]. Another approach to estimation of uncertain nonlinear 

systems is t e adaptive observer [Hori, 1988; Chen, 1988; Chen, 1990]. The 
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drawbacks of he adaptive observer are that it requires the so-called matching 

conditions, a d the estimation error cannot be guaranteed to converge but 

Several eferences can be found on the Lyapunov theory applied to 

nonlinear s stems with discontinuous functions [Alimov, 1960, 1961; 

Bockman, 19h1; Peleties, 1991; Stalford, 1981]. Passivity interpretations of 

adaptive conJrol laws are discussed in the book of Landau [1979]. The reader 

is referred t Vidyasagar's book [1978] for a detailed discussion of absolute 

stability. Th circle criterion and its extensions to non-autonomous systems 

were derived by Narendra [1973], and Zames [1966]. 

The ide of variable structure systems and sliding surfaces [Filippov, 

1964] has been investigated mostly in the Soviet literature [Utkin, 1984; Utkin, 

1977; Utkin, 1978; Itkis, 1976]. It is well known that VSS shows robustness, 

i.e., disturb nee rejection property. The undesirable feature, chattering is 

remedied by plugging a boundary layer into a neighboring sliding surface 

[Slotine, 198 ; Slotine, 1984]. The sliding observer is motivated by the dual 

concept of s · ding control to give the inherent robustness to the nonlinear 

estimation. Plant uncertainty is the main reason why we need feedback. 

However, pl nt uncertainty was largely neglected by modern control [Bryson, 

1969] durin the 1960s and 1970s. The optimal controllers based on LQG 

have shown poor performance and even instability in real systems because 

of high sens'tivity to modelling errors [Doyle, 1981; Doyle, 1982]. Beginning 

in the late 19 Os, the study of robust control systems by means of singular-value 

analysis is r presented by the work of investigators centered at the MIT. 
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The earl est statement of the separation theorem in the literature of 

control theor~ was given by Joseph and Tou [Joseph, 1961] on discrete-time 

systems in 1J61. The separation theorem for discrete-time systems was so 

reasonable a d convenient that it was illlmediately adopted, without rigorous 

proof, for co tinuous-time systems [Friedland, 1986; Walcott, 1988]. It is 

well known that- the separation principle cannot be applied directly to 

uncertain no linear systems. Esfandiari and Khalil [1989] used the singular 

perturbation lechnique to prove the stability of the observer-based closed-loop 

control in thl presence of time-scaling. 

The litetature on the subject of computational considerations and 

robustness Jlith model uncertainties [Safonov, 1978] is sparse. Schweppe 

[1973] disc ssed nonlinear estimation and provided a good intuitive 

understandiJg of the trade-off between computational requirements and 

residual-gai choice. 

The refe ences about the stochastic processes spread over a wide range 

of literature, according to the level of mathematical rigor. General textbooks 

[Papoulis, Hf4; Friedland, 1986] are available. Jazwinski [1970] and Astrom 

[1970] give 1eadable accounts of stochastic differential equations including 

the Ito and ktraonovitch calculi. A higher level of mathematical rigor is 

found by Ku hner [1967, 1984] and Anderson et al. [1986]. 

1.3 Differential Equations with Discontinuous 
Right-Hand Sides 

A linear time invariant system with a pole at -3 is a asymptotic stable 

and its nonz ro initial state decays to origin exponentially. If a disturbance 
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is applied, t en the system shows state error as in Figure 1.1 (a). The 

linear syste is. 

i=-3x+w (1.5) 

Let us c nsider a first-order differential equation with a discontinuous 

right-hand s de. 

i = - 3 sgn(x) + w 

(a) -D LTI s stem: x and x with w=2s w t/4 
5 ...................................................... ············ ..... . 

w = ~ sqw(t/4) 
-5 ............. ~- ............. : ...... -....... : .............. : ......... -.. . 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

time 

(b) -D SW s stem: x and x With w=2s w t/4 
5 .............. : .............. ; .............. : .............. ; ............ . 

W:=0 : : : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,· . 
·, . . . . . 

w ~ 2 sqw(t/4)1 I \ 
-5 ............. -:- ............. ; .............. : .............. ~ ............ . 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

time 

Figure 1.1 Comparison between linear and nonlinear systems 

(a) Li ear system (b) nonlinear switching system 

(1.6) 

Without the disturbance input, the switching system, with initial 

condition xi 5, decays 3 per second. The approaching slope of this nonlinear 

system is co stant, compared to the asymptotic behavior of the linear system. 



The velocity 11eld of this system with the bounded disturbance ( I w I< 3) is 

{ x < 0, for x > 0 
x > 0, for x < 0 

(1.7) 

10 

This vel city field composes a sliding motion at the switching plane. 

With a distu bance less than the switching coefficient, this switching system 

does not lea e the sliding surface. The robust feature of the system with a 

discontinuou right-hand side is mainly owing to this sliding motion. Until 

arriving at tie switching plane x=O, the signum function is constant. While 

staying in th. switching plane, the instant time mean of the signum function 

has the value between -1 s ~ s 1 , i.e., from the Filippov's equivalent dynamics. 

1.3.3 2-order Exam les 

Let us jnsider a nonlinear system that is a 2-order linear canonical 

form system with switching functions. 

(1.8) 

where w is a input or disturbance input and h 1:2, h 2:2, k1:0.1, ~:2, w=sin(t), 

~(x1) = sign( 1) or sat(x1) 

Luenber er Observer with Disturbance : w=sin(t) 5 r-+----~=---~---'-.---___._ _ __._"-----, 

0 

-5L-+------------------------' 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

time 

igure 1.2 Luenberger observer error dynamics 
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If the sy tem has only linear correction terms, then it is the same as 

the error d amics of the Luenberger observer. If switching terms are 

added to the system then it becomes a nonlinear sliding observer error 

dynamics . 

. When the disturbance is applied to the system, the linear system shows 

the state er or according to the disturbances as shown in Figure 1.2. 

Compared to the linear system, the nonlinear system with additional 

switching ter s compensates the disturbance and quickly diminishes state 

errors as in tigure 1.3. These properties are the ~obust features that is 

essential to ·o servers. 

We can ske the sliding motion begins at approximately 4 seconds. The 

switching teJm looks like the control action of "pulse width modulation 

control." The saturation function looks like the control action of "amplitude 

modulation c ntrol" and it has the opposite sign of disturbance. 

5 Si n Function: kl:0.1 k2:2 hl:2 h2:2 w=sin(t) 

N 
~ 0 -I>< 

-5 
0, 2 4 6 8 10 

time 

5 OJ>) iaturation Function: kl:0.1 k2:2 hl:2 h2:2 w=sin t 

N 
~ - 0 
I>< 

-5 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

time 

igure 1.3 Sliding observer error dynamics 

( ) Sign function case (b) Saturation function case 
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si~n & sat function: kl:0.1 k2:2 hl:2 h2:2 W=sin(t) 

2 .. ~ -- -

I 0 .. 
.... 

"' 1,,1,-

~ 
Cl':! 

-2 - -

' I L.. 

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 

time· 

?igure 1.4 Plotting of sign and saturation function 

Luenber_ger Observer : hl :40 h2:400 20.--+~~----'-~;.;_:;..:....,a<--.~:..:......~~~~~~~~~-, 

Figure 1.5 A linear system with high gains 

The line r system with high gain has a big overshoot compared to the 

former ones. It is well known that the sensor noise is also amplified by the 

same gains. The signum function in the nonlinear system has "adaptive" 

features tha behave as a high gain function near the origin and as a low 

gain functio far from the origin. 

A nonlin ar observer that just had switching terms added to it shows 

desirable ro ust features. Since the signum function does not satisfy the 

Lipschitz co dition, the stability of the system with the sign um function has 
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been usually tudied by the Lyapunov stability theory. Hence, if the Lyapunov 

function is n t found for the nonlinear observers with the signum function, 

then the non inear observers have been designed with quadratic Lyapunov 

function whi h required the matching condition [Walcott, 1986] or can be 

designed onl for a strictly positive real system [Misawa, 1988]. This study 

aims develop ng a sliding observer without the matching condition. 



CHAPTER II 

FUNDAMENTALS OF SLIDING OBSERVERS 

2.1 Systems and Problem Statement 

It is assu ed that the plant is described by a set of first order differential 

equations in he canonical form: 

(2.1) 

zn = g(z,u,t,w,0) 

(t) = C z(t) (2.2) 

wherez e R1, ye R", Ce R""", g(z,u,t,w,0) is a nonlinear/uncertain function 

of the state, input, time, disturbance, and system parameter. With this 

system, the siding observer is suggested as follows: 

where 

. = ( i l + H (y - C z) + K l,(y) 

T = [ h~, h;, ... ,h~ ], He !llxm 

= [ k~, ~' . . . ,~ ], K e !ll x m 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

g(z,u,t, ,0) is the estimated function of the nonlinear/uncertain function 
"' c). 

g(z,u,t,w,0). The estimated function g(z,u,t,w,0) is/unction of the estimated 

state, input, time, disturbance, and the estimated system parameter. The 

14 
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function ~(y is the multivariable generalization of switching functions: 

~(y) = [sgn(y ) sgn(y2 ) ••• sgn(ym)f With this state estimator, the error 

dynamics is btained by subtracting equation {2.3) from equation (2.1): 

i = ( A - H C ) x - K 1,(y) + {l) (2.5) 

"" 
where x = z z, y = y - Cz = C x, w = g(z,u,t,w,0) - g(z,u,t,w,0), C=[l O ... O], 

the system atrix of error dynamics A is A= [~I :] . 
function g(z,u,t,w,0) can be a nonlinear function of the state, 

it is not mod led into the system matrix. For sliding observer error dynamics, 

w is the dis urbance input which includes the system modeling errors, 

neglected no linearities, parametric uncertainties, and noises. Since the 

disturbance nput w is the difference between g and g, its dynamics varies 

he modeling accuracy and the estimation error state [Slotine, 

1987]. The estimated model complexity may depend on the acceptable 

computation 1 burden. The bound of the disturbance input w is assumed to 

be known for the proper range of system state. 

This sli ing observer is basically the conventional Luenberger-like 
I . . 

observer with an additional term of the signum functions or saturation 

functions. Tre "error dynamics" of the observers will be studied in the light 

of this viewp int. 

Rewritin · the equation (2.5), in the case of single measurement available, 

the observer error structure is of the following form: 

f ~1 = ~ - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

x2 = x3 - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) 

\ X~ ·=· -h0 X 1 - k0 sgn(x1) + W 

(2.6) 
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Through ut this study, the above equation (2.6) is used as the standard 

form of the s iding observer error dynamics with a single measurement. 

Solutions of Discontinuous Differential Equations 

to the solution of discontinuous differential equations (see 

), one should discern the conditions between the two main 

cases: one is the reaching dynamics and the other is sliding dynamics. 

Consider th, case where the function f(x) is discontinuous on a smooth 

surface S giJen by the equation y = C x = 0. The surface S separates its 

neighborhoo in the state space into domains n. and (4. For the point l; 

approaching he point x e S from the domains n. and '4, let the function 

f(t,l;) have th limit values: [Filippov, 1964] 

im f(t,l;) = f(t,x), lim f(t,l;) = f*(t,x) (2.7) 
en. !;en+ 

S--+X 

The functions :t;. and £;. are defined as the normal component of the 

vectors f an~ f' ~ the surfa~ S at the point x .. The posi~v~ sign is directed 

toward the d main n+. In this study, the velocity means x 1n (2.6). 

~+'''' f 

////s· 
igure 2.1 The velocity field near the hyperplane 
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If the velocity field fl:t,x) is directed to the surface S 

on both side , i.e., £;.(t,x) > 0, t(t,x) < 0, then near surface S, all the solution 

points are a proaching it from both sides as t increases, and they cannot 

leave it while the condition is satisfied. Let the hyperplane equation be 

cj>(x) = 0. For the sliding observer (2.6), cj>(x) = x1 = 0 is the sliding surface, 

and the dire tional functions at the surface (x1=0) are 

/

/!- (V <I>) • f · h k . k 
1N = · Iv~ = x1. = x2 - 1 x1 + 1 = x2 + 1 

\ 

L* (Vcj>) . r . h k k 
1N = Iv~ =xi+=~ - 1 x1 - 1 = ~ - 1 

(2.8) 

• The sli ing condition for the system (2.6) is 

(2.9a) 

Plug equ tion (2. 7) in equation (2.8): 

(2.9b) 

--~~~on!a!a.ld.ta.!i~ti~·o=n. If the velocity field fl:t,x) has the same signs, i.e., 

fit,x) < 0 (t,x) < 0 or fit,x) > 0 t(t,x) > 0, then near surface S all the 

solution poin Is are passing through the hyperplane cj>(x) = x1 = 0 as t increases. 

• The pa sing condition for the system (2.6) is 

(2.10) 

Suppose hat for ti < t < tr the trajectory of vector function x(t) extends 

inside the re · on in which the right-hand side of equation (2.6) is continuous 

with respect o ( t, x). With this passing condition, the solution of this system 

is determine by the first case of the solution definition in Appendix A. I. 

Undoubtedly if the velocity function x = fl:t,x) is continuous at each half 

plane, then x t) is continuous. Consequently, the continuity ofx(t) is: 



(t) = x(ti) + ( ft't,x('t)) d't Jii 
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(2.11) 

where xi is t e initial state at the passing point. 

Since tht integral is continuous, the continuous derivative i = ftt,x) 

exists, for each half domains, for all t e (t\t~, i.e., x(t) is a solution in the 

ordinary sen e [Filippov, 1964] (see also Chapter 2.4.2). 

2.2.2 Switchi e- System 

The sug sted sliding observer is a linear system plus switching terms. 

The linear s stem has the linear correction term that corrects the velocity 

field proportional to the feedback state x1. On the contrary, the switching 

the velocity field according to the sign of feedback states. In a 

linear syste , the state transition matrix is in an exponential form. The 

solution oft e switching system is compared with the usual definition of 

the solution f the differential equation with a continuous right-hand side. 

The first order n-simultaneous switching system is 

I ~1 = X2 - k1 sgn(x1) 
x2 = x3 - ~ sgn(x1) 

\ x. ~ -k,, sgn(x,) + w 

(2.12) 

While th . state x1 is not zero (in other words the solution point leaves 

the sliding s rface and does not cross over the hyperplane), these dynamics 

are known a II reaching dynamics. 11 In the 2-order case, it is easy to verify 

the trajector·es of the switching system using a phase plane analysis. 

Unfortunate! , however, this technique does not apply directly to higher 

order system . For the general case, the state is obtained by integrating the 

first order si ultaneous equations. 
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xn = - kn sgn(xl) t + it w dt + x~ 

xn-l = -~ gn(x1) t2 +fit w dt dt + (x~ -kn-l sgn(x1)) t + x~_1 

X2 = - gn(x) tn-i+ff' ( w dtn-1)x~-kn_1sgn(x1)) tn-2+ .. +(xi-k sgn(x ))t+xi 
(n- )! 1 Jo (n-2)! · a 2 1 2 

x - - ~ sgn(x) tn +ff' ( w dtn + (x~-kn_1sgn(x1)) tn-1+ +(xi-k sgn(x )}t+xi 
1 - n! 1 . . Jo . (n-l)! ··· 2 1 1 1 

(2.13) 

wherexj is t e initial state of:K_j and ff f w dtn stands for n-multiple integral. 

Let the b und of disturbance be w=w(t) as follows: 

(2.14) 

With the bounded initial state and disturbance, the bound of each state 

for the right alf side of the switching plane (x1 > 0) is as follows: 

(2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

(~ -W ·n)e-1- (kn-1 -x~) tn-2 _ _ (~-X ) t +JGi < X 
~ (n-2)! · · · ao - 2 

< _(kn l-wmaJtn-1_ (kn-1 -x~) tn-2_ _ (k _ } t + i 
- (t-1)! (n-2)! . . . 2 X30 ~ 

Q < _ oJ -W min) tn _ {kn-1 - xnJ tn-1 _ _ (k _ X ) t + X < X 
- n! (n-1)! . . . . 1 20 lo - 1 

(2.15c) 

::;;; - lkn - 7maxl t° - {kn-1 - xnJ tn-1 - ... - {k1 - ~J t + X10 
n. (n-1)! 

(2.15d) 



For the 1 ft half plane (x1 < 0), the bound will be obtained the same way. 

We cannot c nclude the stability of the system from the equations (2.15). 

However, the equations .show that each state has modes of power of time. 

Particularly, he coefficient of the highest power term of each state has the 

opposite sign of x1 •. 

2.3 Sliding Observer Dynamics 

Since the sliding observer has both linear correction terms and switching 

terms, its dy amics may have characteristics of both. In this section, the 

sliding obse er is compared with a linear system and a switching system 

and the slid ng observer dynamics are reexamined as a composition of 

reaching dy]amics and sliding dynamics. 

2.3.1 Reachi ~ dynamics 

Linear Time Invariant {LTD System. A LTI system in state space form 

IS l = A z +Bu, z(t.) = z, . (2.16) 

The stai solution is expressed in an exponential . form of the state

transition m · trix: 

(2.17) 

The resp nses of a linear time-invariant dynamical system are dictated 

mainly by its modes, or equivalently, the eigenvalues of A. If an eigenvalue 

has a negativ real part, its mode will approach zero exponentially as t-.oo. 

<t) = I <Pi Zo) eA.j t qi 
i 

(2.18) 

where Pi and i are, respectively, a right and a left eigenvectors of A associated 
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with "'j· 

time invaria t linear system dynamics. The state correction mechanism is 

he LTI system as follows: 

I~= ~1 + k1 sgn(x1) 
x3 = x2 + ~ sgn(x1) 

\ x·n ·=· xn-1 + kn-1 sgn(xl) 

LTI syst m: 

I~= ~1 + h1 X1 
Xa = X2 + ~ X1 

\ ;n ·=· Xn-1 + hn-1 X1 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

==~~~~~~..lU.~~=~~~~e.:a!.rv~r. The sliding observer error 

dynamics is e same as the combination of two systems. Consider a 3-order 

case of the sl ding observer with a passing condition: 

f ~1 = x2 - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

\ 
x2 = x3 - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) 
X3 = - h3 x1 - ka sgn(x1) + w 

where w = co x,u,t,w,0) 

Differentiate x1 and plug in the second equation: 

where o( 1) is a dirac delta function (see Appendix A.2) 

(2.21) 
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If a sol tion point does not cross over the hyperplane, i.e., reaching 

dynamics a d x1 is not zero, then the dynamics (2.22) is rewritten as: 

(3 ) h • • · h . h k ( ) . X1 = - 1 X1 - 2 X1 - a X1 - a sgn X1 + W (2.23) 

Near th switching plane, i.e., I x 1 I << 1, the contribution of linear 

correction te ms in the equation (2.21) is less than that of switching terms. 

However, tht linear correction terms of the reaching dynamics cannot be 

neglected. ven though I x 1 I << 1, we should notice that the differentiated 

terms may ot be small. Hence, by using the linear correction terms, we 

can stabilize the system. 

To get th sliding dynamics, the methodology of Lemma 1.1 in Appendix 

A.1 could be directly applied to the sliding observer[Filippov, 1964]. With a 

finite switching timing, the sliding dynamics includes chattering that may 

be harmful fir sliding control in practice. For an observer problem, even 

though the c attering is only a numeric phenomenon, it is not desirable for 

the observer ased controllers. With the linear correction terms, the sliding 

dynamics is btained as the same method. 

The n-1 Joles associated with the sliding dynamics on the sliding patch 

are obtained y Slotine [1987] 

et sln-1 -

. -k/k:110 0 
-k/k101 0. 

. 
-kik1 00 

1 
0 

=0 (2.24) 



where t e I 0 _1 is the identity matrix of order n-1. Thus the poles of the 

sliding dyna ics can be placed arbitrarily by proper selection of the ratios 

kjk1, (i=2, ... ,n). 

2.4 Coordinate Transformation 

The erro dynamics (2.6) can be rewritten as: 

where K= {k , ... ,k0 f, W = {0, ... ,0 w}T and 

A = m 

-hl 10 ... 00 
-h201 

. 
01 

-h 0 0, , , 0 0 

The equa ion (2.25) can be rewritten as: 

· A l I lo] K ( ) / ~ \ x = m x -~ sgn X 1 + \ 0 / 
. 0 0 ud 

Obseryat10n 2.2 Matrix multiplication 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

I 



By using equation (2.29), rewrite equation (2.27): 

. ' ( [~ . ) /~\ 
x = Am x - I IOJ K sgn(x1) + \i.l (2.30) 

The slidi g observer can be rewritten: 

i = A,. (x - K. sgn(x1)) + { J.) (2.31) 

where shifted switching coefficient (2.32) 

Take a c ordinate transformation: 

(2.33) 

and diffe entiate it 

• s = x -·Ka 6(x) x1 (2.34) 

Finally, i the shifted-coordinate system, the sliding observer is 

· A /~} US::()" 
, = =,., X,, + \i, -''> u X X1 (2.35) 

For the reaching dynamics, the sliding observer in the shifted-coordinate 

18 

/~\ 
·,=A,. X. + \i.l (2.36) 
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where ud = -~sgn(x1) 

The shi ed-coordinate transformation for each side of the domains Q+ 

and Q_ are a follows: 

f x+ = x - ~' for Q+ (x1 > 0) 

xs = \ x_ = x + ~' for Q_ (x1 < 0) (2.37) 

Compar d to a LTI system, the sliding observer has three dynamics 

which are t o reaching dynamics for x1 >0, x1 < 0 in the shifted-coordinate 

ynamics at the hyperplane x1 = 0. 

passing con 

Take the coordinate transformation: 

X1+ = X1 

x2+ = x2 - k1 sgn(x1) 

\ xn: ~· xn - ~-i sgn(x1) 

The righ reaching dynamics is 

= + 

-hl 10 ... 00 
-h201 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

where x+ = [x + ... xnJ\ for X1:¢:0, o(x1) =0 and ud+ = -~ + w < 0 for ~>lwlmax 

The reac ing dynamics is the second companion form in the linear 



system theor . The ~quilibrium point is moved to: 

(2.41) 

The dist rbance input ud+ will push the solution point into the sliding 

patch where the sliding mode occurs or the trajectory will cross the 

hyperplane. 

ii) Left Heachin~ Dynamics. The second mode is for x1 < 0 space with 

passing con di[ t'.o~ -

X1 - ~. h1X1 + kl 
X2 = Xa -h2X1 + ~ (2.42) 

X0 = W -h0 x1 + ~ 

The shift d-coordinate transformation is 

(2.43) 

The left r aching dynamics is 

-h110 ... 00 [ 0 
-h201 . . 

- = : . . : x_ + : 
. 01 0 

-hn O ... 0 0 ud-

(2.44) 

where x_ = [x1_ ... x0J and ud_ = ~ + w > 0 (2.45) 

The equi,brium point is moved to x = [ 0 -k1 -k,. ... -k,, . .J'. (2.46) 

The distujbance input ud- will push the solution point into the sliding 

zone where the sliding mode occurs or the trajectory will cross the hyperplane. 



is in the hyp rplane x1 = 0 with the sliding condition ( lxJ < k1 ). 

I::\ -k/k1 lO ... 0 X2 ,~ -k/k101 ... 0 . Xa 

kl= +\i 
(2.47) 

..... 1 
XD -kjk.l O O ... 0 

The slidi , g patch is the region: 

(2.48) 

A sliding patch is defined as a zone where sliding condition is satisfied 

and where th sign of velocities are the same. For the sliding observer, the 

sliding zone is 

k1<~<k1 

In the sh fted-coordinate, it is equivalent to: 

- kl <~+<0 

<~_<2kl 

igure 2.2 Shifted-coordinate and sliding patch 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 
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~~u:....~~...J,U...!!a!;;!:£...l,~i!;;!;;U,ii...;!~W<!:.!m_i '2· With the constant disturbance, 

with the sliding condition can be calculated from the condition: 

(2.52) 

x =0 n 

Plug this condition into the sliding observer (2.6) with x1 = 0 and obtain: 

ime mean[sgn(x1)] = :: = ~ = ... = ~ (2.53) 

From thi condition, the steady states are obtained as follows: 

(2.54) 

With the presumed condition lwl S ~ , the steady state is in the region 

l~sJ S ~-1 ; in ther words the steady state is confined by the shifted-constant 

solute of every state is less than the shifted constant, i.e., 

lxJ S ~-1 , the the switching terms dominate the velocity field direction at 

the each swi ching instance. Consequently, all the velocity direction is 

opposite ofth sign ofx1 at the instance. 

2.4.3. Passin Points on the Hyperplane 

The error state of sliding observer with an arbitrary initial condition is 

desirable to onverged to, within finite time of passing, the sliding patch 

and stays on t. Through a series of switching, designing an asymptotically 



stable syste is required the notion of passing points. As a notational 

convenience, he set of passing points is defined by sequences of switching 

(2.55) 

_(x_) 

igure 2.3 Passing points on the hyperplane 

At the plssing instance 'tj on the hyperplane, the new initial state is 

reset as the s
1

ame as the final state of the former reaching dynamics except 

the changed 1ign of x1 (x1 = 0). Even though the velocity field of the system is 

discontinuou as equation (2.42) and (2.46), the trajectory is continuous (see 

Appendix A. ). The pasing point s(~,t) is decomposed into s)tj) and s,('tj) 

according to he sign ofx1• Hence, the continuity equation of passing state is 



Qi 
+ of + 0~ 0~ 

st f si sf 
where s~{'tj) = sr(t) = S2+ s~(tj)= .2~ s:(t) = 2- (2.57) ' ' ' 

s~+ f si sf Sn+ n- n-

It is conyenient to express the initial state and the final state in the 

shifted-coord nate x 

d + 
of 
+ 0~ 0~ 

a!_(t) = d2+ ~('t) = at ~('tj) = d2. a:(t) = ~- (2.58) ' 

dn+ ~+ dn- ~-

The rela ions of the passing state between the original coordinate and 

the shifted-c ordinate are 

d+(t) = s~(tj) -~ 

~(t) = s~(t)-~ 

~('t} = ~('tj) + ~ 

a:(t) = s:(t) + ~ 

(2.59) 

By plugging equation (2.59) into the continuity equation (2.53), we have: 

i) Passin left (with the passing condition x1=0, ~ < -k1) 

~('tj) = sr('tj) ~ ~('t} = t{(t) + 2~ (2.60) 

ii) Passin right (with the passing condition x1=0, ~ > k1) 

(2.61) 

In the sh fted-coordinate, the initial and final states are different from 

each other by twice of the shifted-coefficient because the coordinate origin is 

shifted. 



CHAPTER III 

STABILITY ANALYSIS 

3.1 Worst Case Analysis 

3.1.1 Worst 1ase Analysis of Switi;hing System 

The initi 1 condition and the disturbance input of the sliding observer 

determine a rajectory of system. For the sliding observer, the disturbance 

input can wo sen the error state. If the worst direction is known and the 

worst case is stable, then the system is obviously stable. The worst-case 

trajectory is efined as the worst-convergence trajectory that encloses any 

other trajectory with the same bounded disturbance in the phase plane. 

Consider the worst case in a second-order switching system with a 

passing cond"tion. 

i:1 = ~- k1 sgn(x1) 
i:2 = - ~ sgn(x1 ) + w (3.1) 

where I w I < ~ is a disturbance whose bound is known (3.2) 

With no 1bss of generality, we can assume that an initial point starts on 

a hyperplane, i.e., x1=0, I~ I> k1• In a second-order phase plane analysis, 

the plane is d"vided into 4 regions as Figure 3.1. 

Re~ion I) For the region (x1 > 0 n x2 > k1), the system is 

(3.3) 

31 
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C, in Figure 3.1, is the worst trajectory of solution point by 

the maximu disturbance w=m and the trajectory equation is 

(3.4) 

A 

I 
LZ+ 

k11--~~ ...... "f--.:i1---~+--.....,~--+-~~~ 

C II 

12: 

Figu e 3.1 Worst case analysis in the second-order phase plane 

As the di turbance input w gets bigger, the arc of trajectory shows a 

wider angle. he worst point at x2 = k 1 by the above parabolic equation (3.4) 

is C. If the di turbance has negative sign, then it will be helpful to converge 

to the sliding atch. The trajectory equation is 

-1 ~ ' 
1 = 2(~ + co) (~ - k11 + cl (3.5) 
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e · on I For the region ( x 1 > 0 n x2 < k1 ), the system is the same as 

the case of re · on I. The worst trajectory of solution point is the line CD in 

Figure, that is by minimum disturbance w =-co and the equation is 

(3.6) 

The final olution point D in this region is clearly the worst point because 

it is the oute most point. If the disturbance has a positive sign, then it will 

be helpful to onverge like the trajectory line C'D' whose equation is 

(3.7) 

If the bound of disturbance is known and if the coefficient ~ is greater 

than the bou d of disturbance, then the trajectories of solution point are 

enveloped wi h the curves, i.e., the worst trajectory ABCD and the best 

trajectory AB C'D' as in Figure. According to the equations (3.4) and (3.6), 

the worst dir ction of disturbance in right half plane is 

= co sgn(x2 - k1 sgn(x1)) 

= co sgn(:xl) (3.8) 

alf plane, the worst direction is the same as the above equation, 

since it is s metric about the origin. Let assume the initial states xi= 0 

and x~ = 12~ > k1• For the worst case, the constants of equations (3.4) and 

(3.6) are: 

(3.9) 

With the iven condition (3.9), solve the equation (3.6), and the final 

point, x21x1 =O, i obtained for the worst case: 
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(Take positive term) (3.10) 
= A I (~ + co) (L2i - k) - k . V (~ - co) + 1 1 

If 12~ ~ 'i_ , then the syst~m is BIBO stable. If the disturbance is zero 

(co=O), then t e distance of the final point is closer than the initial condition 

by twice of k1 ntil it reaches sliding patches. The worst case analysis of the 

left half plan is the same as that of right half plane. This jump approach 

to origin sho s "shearing effect" of the sliding observer. 

2r = (L2i - 2 k ). 
+ + 1 (3.11) 

(3.12) 

With the own bound of co and 12~ (or Li ), we need to design k1 and ~

(~ is presum Id greater than the bound of co). 

The algeb aic condition for k1 is 

~ ~ ( ~ -v (~ r -1 ) 
+ 

(3.13) 

The abov equation is singular for co= 0: since this analysis is for the 

worse case, it is reasonable to assume co* 0. From the algebraic stability 

criterion, if k 2 equals co then the initial condition ~ should be on the sliding 

patch i.e., xt k1 in order to guarantee stability. Using the stability criterion 

(3.13), Figure .2 is plotted as a function of ~/co. We can see that~ is not 

necessarily th same as the bound of disturbance. If ~ is 2 times of co, then 

k1 can be selec ed as small as 0.3*12~ as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Stable region by the stability criterion (3.13) 

Let us co sider a following secorid-order switching system 

{ x1 = x2 - sgn(x1) 

x2 = -2 sgn(x1) + w (3.14) 

where x1 = 0, i = L2~ = 5, w1 = 0.8*sign(x2), w2 = 0.5*sign(x2) 

The abov initial condition satisfies the passing condition. Therefore, 

apply the sta ility criterion (3.13) and we have the necessary condition for 

stability: 

(3.15) 
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Fi re 3.3 The template (dotted lines) and disturbed trajectories 
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Figure 3.4 The worst case: w1=0.8*sign(x2 - k/sgn(x1)) 
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The temp ate (dotted lines) is made by the system without disturbance, 

and the dist rbances for the trajectories (solid lines) are: w1=0.8*sign(:x:i), 

w2=0.5*sign( ). The system's coefficient k 1 = 1 is sufficient for the worst 

case ofw2 =0. : for the case ofw2 =0.8, it is not. In Figure 3.3, the disturbance 

w1=0.8*sign( ) forces the system to grow slowly. On the contrary, in Figure 

3.4, the wors disturbance w 1=0.8*sign(x2 - k1 *sgn(x1)) forces the system to 

diverge faster than the former one does. 

3.2 Worst Direction in the Shifted-coordinate 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

F gure 3.5 Velocity field and the worst trajectory 
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For the r gion (x1 > 0 n x1 > 0), the worst direction is 

-x +worst - 2+ I max{x2} 

-x 
- 2+ I max(w) 

= x ( ·:*2. + < 0 ) 2+ I minQiJ) 

(3.18) 

::::: -h2 X1 

With the assing condition, the solution point starts to move right. The 

maximum ou ermost point is cl which is determined by the slope h 1 and 

For the r gion (x1 > 0 n x1 < 0), the worst direction is 

-x 
+worst - 2+ I min(*2) 

=x 2+ I min(w) 

= x (·:*2.< 0) 
2+ I ma,dli~) 

(3.19) 

= -h2 X 1 -2~ 

It is clear that any other trajectories are bounded by the worst trajectory, 

that the mag itude of the worst passing point is the bound of any other 

passing point . 

I ~+worst I~ I~+• I (3.20) 

In the bot half space, the worst disturbance is 

(3.21) 

This wor t direction is the same as that of the switching system (see 

equation (3.8). 

sider the velocity field of a 2-dimensional space: 

{ 
.*1 = -hl X1 + X2+ 

2+ = -h2 X1 + Ud 



where Ud = W ~ sgn(x1), -~ S Wmin SW S Wm.ax S ~ 

In order o specify the coordinate transformation, the subscript + or -

are used in th dynamics equations. However, for convenience, the subscript 

can be ignore without confusion. 

At the poilt P 1 on the trajectory in Figure 3.6 (a), the disturbance input 

does not chanle the difference dx1 but change the difference dx2 , e.g. dx2 (i) 

and dx2 ®. Th· sign of the velocity direction dx2 is strictly negative according 

(3.17). Thew rst case trajectory is defined as a trajectory that encloses any 

other trajecto with the same bounded disturbance in the phase plane. If a 

moving point oves outward always, then it will compose the worst trajectory 

for a given ini ial condition. 

Even tho gh the finite next point P: is outward compared to the point 

P:, the distan e of P: from the origin itself is closer than the other point. 

dxl 

(b) 

Figure 3.6 (a) Conception of velocity field (b) The fictitious next point 
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By addin the scaled differences of dx1 and dX:i to the point P 1, fictitious 

next point P2* is defined as follows: 

(3.22) 

where 

6l; = Cs (dxif + (dx2f and Cs is a constant. 

It is clear that the outmost fictitious points compose the worst trajectory. 

The generaliz tion of the fictitious next point is obvious and the direction of 

worst fictitiou point is the worst direction of disturbance input. 

dx 
1_{t+dt) = X1(t) + - 1 

ol; 
dx 

2-Ct+dt) = xit) + - 2 

6l; 

dx 
0 -Ct+dt) = x0 (t) + _n 

ol; 

where 6l; = Cs (dxif + {dxl + ... + (dx0f and Cs is a constant. 

(3.23) 

For the second-order case, the fictitious next points e.g. P:,P: lie on the 

arc a in Figur 3.6 (b) which is less than the quarter of the peripheral of the 

unit circle ce tered at P 1 because the sign of dx0 is strictly negative and dx1 

is fixed as pos tive or negative. 

For the g neral n_th-order case, the fictitious next points composes a 

line on then_ h-order sphere surface since all the different components dxi 

except dx0 are etermined by only x(t) and dx0 is strictly negative and bounded. 

In the phase plane of x0 and x1, the fictitious next point is less than the 
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quarter of th peripheral of the unit circle centered at P1 also. Since the 

direction of q arter line is function of Xi, i 2 , ••• ,i0 _1 , it is not easy to visualize 

the worst dir1ction as the second-order case. 

the worst dir~ction by numeric simulation. 

I 
3.2.3 N umeridal Search 

I 

Hence, it is proper to search 

The worsi bound by the disturbance input can be interpreted as the 

problem where the distance (or the Lyapunov-like function) has to be 

maximized baled on the evaluations of the results from several simulations 
I 

of the bounde1 disturbance input. The optimization is done by the Golden-

section searc~ that does not require the derivatives of the function. It is 

more reliable \but slower method. Suppose that the disturbance input in 

(3.17) is a real valued function defined on [-2~, OJ. The distance from the 

shifted origin ~r the Lyapunov-like function can be the cost function. It is 

reasonable to tssume that the cost function is unimodal and its graph takes 

one of the thrle forms as shown in Figure 3.7 The _interval [0,2] in Figure 

3. 7 is not essential but convenient to implement the sliding observer. The 

Golden-sectioJ search algorithm is optimal in the sense that it uses the 

least number df evaluations of the cost function for a desired accuracy. 

_/I 
0 2 0 2 0 2 

Figure 3.7 Unimodal functions 
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-~~~~=~=e. The worst direction of the sliding observer should 

be evaluated by simulation for each value of the disturbance input. The 

lations are used by the search procedure. The optimization 

algorithm is ritten as a discrete time system to control each simulation 

conveniently. Thus, the many simulations are integrated to one long worst 

simulation. Three subsystems are connected by the connecting system 

CONN.T. T ey are: SYS.T, which contains the sliding observer error 

dynamics, th search algorithm GOLD.T, and the cost function COST.T. 

Each step in he search starts with a given value of the disturbance input 

D. T, then the response of the SYS. T is evaluated by COST. T. 

The value J( · d) is obtained at the end of the each step GOLD. T, then the 

value J(Ud) is used to calculate the next value of U d· The initial values of 

SYS. T and C ST.Tare reset by GOLD. T. (See detail Appendix C.5). 

time 
GOLD.T 

SYS.T X 

Cost function J 

time 
COST.T 

Alarm 

e 

F·gure 3.8 Block diagram of the optimization algorithm 
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"""""=---·"""'1 The simulation results of the reaching dynamics with 

H=[l.8 .95 .25 T, ~ = 0.023. 

2 r--==:::::::---:---i 
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. . -1'-,,,---.:-· __ _,,. __ ___. 

0 1 2 3 
xl xl 

5 r-+---------,---'-, 

····················,·········· 

0 5 0 5 

t t 

F'gure 3.9 The simulation result of the numeric search 

I 

The state 1 is maximum at x2 = h 1 x1 and in about 1.7 second. The 

worst directio by the numerical search is approximately w= sign(i1) which 

is the same as the 2-order case. 

For these ond-order case, the worst direction is analytically obtained. 

For the higher imensional cases, it is difficult to define the outward direction, 

so that, theore ically, a numerical search is proposed in the previous section. 
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However, the numeric search for the high dimensional space takes much 

more comput tional efforts. Hence, it is reasonable to find an approximate 

worst directio for a practical design purpose. 

Consider third-order reaching dynamics in the shifted-coordinate. It 

satisfies the assing condition and it is a linear system until it reaches the 

hyperplane. 

/ .X.1 = -hl X1 + X2+ 

\ 
~2+ = -h2 X1 + Xa+ 

a+ = -ha X1 + ud 
(3.24) 

From the quation (3.24), even though the velocity i.1 and i.2+ are Junction 

of the positio only, the trajectory of moving point is also a function of the 

disturbance i put. 

For the r gion (x1 > 0 n i.1 > 0), in the xi-~ phase plane, the equation 

(3.24) is rewri ten as: 

/ X.1 = -hl X1 + ~+ 

\ · 2+ = -h2 x1 + at -h3it x1dt + i1 uddt 
(3.25) 

For the re · on, the worst direction of i.2 is approximately the same as 

the maximize velocity i.2 by the disturbance input. Because the disturbance 

input is strict! negative, the maximum of time integral of the disturbance 

input in (3.25) · s zero. 



8 .--+-----.----~ 
:X:1 ~ -hl X1 + X2+ 
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: cl 
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xl 
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igure 3.10 The trajectory of solution point and velocity field 

Along the worst trajectory, the velocity of moving point is 

·, -x 
2+worst - 2+ I maxfx2+l 

-x 
- 2+ I max(xa+> 

(3.26) 
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When the trajectory pass through the line :x:1 = 0, i.e., at the changing 

point cl, the v locity direction of:x:1 changes. The worst direction disturbance 

pushes the ch nge point cl off from the origin point. When :x:3 is maximum 

i.e. ud=O, the x state is maximized .. Since :x:1 >0, w = ro sgn(x1) makes ud=O by 

(3.17) 

x = :x:3 , ( ·: :x:3+ < 0) 
+worst . + 1 maxfx31 

-x 
- 3 + I max(w) 

(3.27) 

= -h3 X1 

For the re ·on (x1 > 0 n x1 < 0), along the worst trajectory in the Xe~ 
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phase plane, he velocity of moving point is 

-x 
2+worst - 2+ I min(xs) (3.28) 

To mini1ize x3, the worst velocity direction is approximately: 

. - i (· · i < 0) 
a+worst - a+ I min(xal • a+ 

=i 
3+ I min(w) (3.29) 

= -ha X1 -2ka 

Since the elocity of i 2 is function of integral of disturbance input as the 

equation (3. 6), the minimum velocity might be obtained by minimum 

disturbance i put. However, the worst changing point cl is obtained already 

by the maxim~m disturbance input as the equation (3.27). Hence, the direction 

is only appro~imation of the worst case. 

In the bot half space, the approximate worst disturbance is 

(3.30) 

which is the ame as the second-order case. Even though the exact worst 

ction of all states, the disturbance effect in the xi-~+ space 

only in the approximate worst direction method. 

reaching dyna ics in the shifted-coordinate. We can assume that it satisfies 

the passing co dition without loss of generality. 

(3.31) 

Since the assing state is not desirable than the sliding state and the 
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sliding condi · on(2.9) is a function of the state x2 only, the state ~ is more 

important th n the other states except x1• Hence, it is reasonable to define 

the worst dir ction of disturbance as a disturbance that makes the state ~ 

worst or equi alently maximizes I~ . 

Each stat is obtained as time functions as follows: 

+Ct) = a;+ - h21t X1d't + 1t x3+d't 

X +Ct)= at -halt X1d't + 1t X4+d't 
(3.32) 

By pluggi g the equation (3.32) into the simultaneous differential equation 

(3.31), we ob ains the following equation. According to the notational 

definition (2.5 ), the initial states xi is denoted as d to emphasize that they 

are constants. 

where r X1 dt)0 is n-multiple integral and ud = W - ~ sgn(x1), 

-~::::;wmin::::;w wmax::::;~. 

(3.33) 
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In the x 1 x2+ phase plane, the solution point of the general dimensional 

case behaves according to equation (3.33). For the short period (t<<l), the 

integral of di turbance input hardly affects the velocity direction of the state 

x2 comparing to other terms. Since the disturbance input alters the velocity 

direction oft e lower state via the integrators, for the short period, it changes 

the velocity d rection of x 0 only. For the case of positive initial state of x0 +, 

the worst dir lction in x,-x,,. phase plane can be obtained as the same way as 

the case of 2- imension. However, for the case of negative initial state of 

x0 +, the worst direction in xi-xn+ phase plane cannot be defined as clearly as 

the case of 2- imension. 

Let us con ider a long period motion of solution point. Since the integrator 

order of dist rbance input is the highest term of the equation (3.33), the 

velocity direc lion of the state x2 will be affected mostly by the disturbance 

input. For a long period, the approximate worst direction can be obtained 

as the same ethod as the 3- dimensional case. 

For the re 'on (x1 > 0 n x1 > 0), the approximate worst direction is 

x =x 
+worst 2+ I max{"2) 

-x 
- 2+ I max(w) 

For the re 'on (x1 > 0 n x1 < 0), the approximate worst direction is 

x =x 
+worst 2+ I min{"2) 

-x 
- 2+ I min(w) 

For the bo h cases, the approximate worst disturbance is 

which is t e same as the second- or third-order cases. 
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3.2.5 General Remarks 

Usually, !lt was conjectured that the second-order switching system is 

globally stab e with the bounded disturbance condition, i.e., ~ > I w I . In 

the worst anllysis, the algebraic stability condition (3.13) shows that the 

switching sysrm is not globally stable and it depends on the initial condition 

and the design constants k1 and ~. The shearing effects (3.11) and (3.12) 
I 

explain why tlhe sliding observer converges faster than the linear observers 

do. In the sJcond-order phase plane analysis, it is clear that the shifted

coordinate syltem brings the shearing effect. By introducing the coordinate 

transformatidn, the worst case analysis shows that the switching terms 

shift the cooJdinate and bring the shearing effect. However, we should 

notice that tf ese effects are finite and constant, i.e., k1, k2 , etc. These 

switching terlms are compared to the linear correction terms that have 

relatively small effect near the origin but have proportional effect to the 

state x1• The becessity of linear correction terms are already showed in the 

reaching dynlmics (see (2.23)). Roughly speaking, the second-order sliding 

observer stabf ity is: if the state divergence due to the worst disturbance is 

less than the ~hearing effect plus the convergence by linear correction, then 

it is stable. tor higher dimensional system, phase plane analysis is not 

sufficient to eJplain the "general shearing effect." Therefore, we need another 

tool to measurb the effects and to explain stability. 

3.3 Lyapunov-like Function 

3.3.1 Introduction 

This cha) er focuses on the stability analysis of the sliding observer. 



The scheme 1° analyze the stability is as follows: First, when the sliding 

observer doer not satisfy the sliding condition, it passes through the 

hyperplane u\til satisfying the sliding condition. By applying the shifted

coordinate sy~tem, the sliding observer is transformed to a linear system 

with disturbJnce input, i.e., reaching dynamics. Second, after satisfying 

the sliding coidition, it becomes a reduced order linear system, i.e., Filippov's 

equivalent dyhamics. This chapter investigates the stability of the sliding 

observer by tlsing a Lyapunov-like function which describes a fictitious 

energy, i.e., ~o called "pseudo-energy" of a system. The employment of 

quadratic Lyabunov-like function makes easy the whole domain to separate 

into regions Jhere, with the passing condition, two reaching dynamics are 

activated and, with the sliding condition, the reduced order sliding dynamic 

is turned on. Each coordinate associated with switching has its own a 

Lyapunov-like\ function of the form Vs= x; Ps xs (s=+,-) where Ps is a real 

symmetric pos~tive definite ( r.s.p.d) matrix. Roughly speaking, if the pseudo

energy of eacJ dynamics is strictly decreasing along the trajectories in the 

accompanied iuccessive coordinate systems, then the sliding observer is 

stable. The siearing effect due to the shifted-coordinate characterizes the 

sliding observf r. The difference of Lyapunov-like functions of successive 

switching coordinates is due to the shearing effect. Generalization of 

shearing effect is explained by several intriguing system properties. 

3.3.2 Lyapunov-like Function Theorem 

A quadratil function of the form, x' P x, are common form of a Lyapunov 

function used for investigating stability questions of linear autonomous 

systems, i.e., x(t) = A x(t) [Kailath, 1980]. Since the system with ud=O is 
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equivalent t the composition of the three linear autonomous systems, 

i.e., i/t) = ~ (t) (subscript s=+,-,0), it would be natural to use a quadratic 

function as r. presenting the Lyapunov-like function[Alimov, 1960]. Hence, 

it is necessary to delineate the composite ·structure of Vs(x) = x; P ~ in the 

domain of ~jsubscript s=+,-,O)[Peleties, 1991]. · 

Definitio 3.1 A scalar continuous function V(x) is said to be locally 

positive def in ·te if V(O)=O and, in a ball ~ [Slotine, 1991]. 

::1:0 ~ V(x) > 0 (3.31) 

If V(O)=O and the above property holds over the whole state space the 

V(x) is said to be globally positive definite. 

lim Vs(~) ~ oo 
II Jl~oo 

I 

(3.32) 

I 

=-=-........... ===r-=3 A linear system i(t) = A x(t) + b u(t), y(t) = c x(t) is 

internally stable or stable in the sense of Lyapunov if the solution of 

i(t) = A x(t), (ti)= x0 , t~ti tends toward zero as t--+oo for arbitrary x
0

• I 

'rt ~ e !I{., ex XS e !I{., 'rt ex > 0. 

I 

Defini ion Let us define a domain .Q+ where x1 > 0 as right half 

ain .Q_ where x1 <Oas left half space in each shifted-coordinate 

system. A hy erplane domain ~ where x1 = 0 and lxJ :s;; k1 in the original 

coordinate is s id sliding zone. The whole domain is as follow: 

I 

Observe th t both .Q+ and .Q_ are cones. If xs is a member of~ , then any 
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positive scala multiple ex ofxs is also a member of°"· Neither right or left 

reaching dyn mies has equilibrium-point within the domain of 0 8 • 

Corollary 3.1 If Vs(~)= x; P ~ then every region xs is a cone [Peleties, 

1991]. 
0 

Proofl Li assume x; e 0,,. The time derivative of V, is 

(x') = avs(~) A I . = avs(xs) I . A '<O 
s s "", ~ x8=x8 x8=x8 "", ~ - • 

ax ax 

Consider x" = ex x·. Then the time derivative of V8 indicates that x" e °" 

as follows: 

Note that the hove is true for any value of ex, therefore the positive values of 

iii 

f Lyapunov-like function is negative definite (V8(ej) < 0) if and 

only if Re(Aj) 0 [Peleties, 1991]. 0 

Proofl Le assume that \T5(e) < 0. Then it can be rewrite as follows: 

• 5(ej) = eJ {A: P + P ~) ej = e; A!i P ej+ er P ~ ej 

= j er P ej + ~ e; P ej = ( "-j + \) Vs(ej) = 2 Re{11.j) Vs(ej) < 0 (=0) 

A quadrat· c Lyapunov function is positive definite: 

Since V8(ej > 0, the other term must be negative (Re(A) < 0). 
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Let assu e Re(\) < 0. Applying similar procedures, we have the same 

results: \~\(e) 2 R~AJ Vs(ej)· Since V/e) > 0 then \\(e) < 0. Iii 

Corollary 3.3 A solution trajectory of system ~ cannot escape to infinity 

within~. 0 

Proof> As
1

sume a solution point of system ~ escape to infinity within 

~' i.e., lim xl(t; x0 , 't) = 00, then 3 ~ > t1 ~ 't0 such that Vs(x/t2)) > Vs(x/t1)) 
t-- I 

where x,. ( t) 1 x,. ( t; :<;, <' ). However, V, (x,.( t,)) = V, (x,( t 1)) + i: V ,(x,( q)) dq 

implies that i~ V/xs(q)) dq > 0 which is clearly a contradiction of the fact 

. (1 
that Vs(x/q)) < 0 , "i/ xs(t) ens, s=+.-.0 . 

The definitions and propositions give us the general pictures of the 
I 

dynamics of ststem Am within ~. We have established that there are no 
! 

equilibrium ptnts within ~ and in addition the trajectories will not go to 

infinity. This implies that the trajectories will either asymptotically approach 

the shifted oribn or they will approach the sliding patch. The trajectories 
I 

will enter the J1iding patch where sliding can take place so that the Filippov's 

equivalent dy amics will describe the behavior of the error dynamics. 

3.3.3 Passin~ ump of Lyapunov-like Function 

A LyapunL-like function candidate is a quadratic form, V, = x; P x,. 

which is not a 1ontinuous function and does not satisfy the usual requirement 

of Lyapunov function. This function has several interesting features that 

can be interprJted as a good nature. Whereas the usual Lyapunov function 

shows continui[ty, Lyapunov-like function in the shifted-coordinate shows a 
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discontinuity ("passing jump") between the initial and final states on the 

hyperplane. 

right case (with the passing condition x1=0, x2 > k1): 

The passi , g points relations in the shifted-coordinate are 

si ( t.) = Ef( t.) ~ d (t.) = d(t.) - 2Il" + J - J + J - J ... ~ (3.33) 

left case (with the passing condition x1=0, ~ < -k1): 

The passi g points relations in the shifted-coordinate are 

s (t) = s~(t) ~ <t(t} = c{(t) + 2~ (3.34) 

Since the sign unity property for the case of 2- and 3-dimension, the 

distance of t, e passing point from the shifted-coordinate origins are 

decreasing by passing: 

/ Passing Right: Id/~) I= I a:(~)l-2 ~ 
\ Passing Left: I <t(~)I = I c{(~)l-2 ~ (3.35) 

Since, Ly punov-like function is defined in the shifted-coordinate, it 

shows a "pass ng jump" between the initial and final functions. Rewrite 

the Lyapunov- ike function in the original coordinate: 

V =x;P~ 

= (x - ~ sgn(x1))T P (x - ~ sgn(x1)) 

= xT P x + K;' P ~ - 2 K;' P x sgn(x1) 
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_.....,. ______ ...,. 
x1 

Figure 3. 1 A solution point shows passing right through the hyperplane 

i) Passinj right case ("2 > k1): If "2 > ki, then the solution point passes 

from the left jalf space to the right half space, i.e., :x:1 > 0. The difference of 

Lyapunov-lik function between the passing points is 

( t)<x2>k 1) = v~ ( 'tj) - V ( tj) 

=-4~P x 

=-4[0k1 ... k..1]P[JJ 
(3.36) 

For the t ird-order system, as shown in Figure 3.11, all of the final 

passing states are positive except the first state x1 = 0- (see proof Appendix 

C.3). Each ele ents of shifted-coefficient Ks is positive except the first one. 

We can see th t the passing jump J(tj) is a form of bilinear function, xPy, 

and the (n-l)x( -1) submatrix of P of equation (3.36) is positive definite. The 

sign unity oft e bilinear function do not guarantee that the passing jump J 

is strictly neg tive (see Appendix A.2). With the diagonally dominant 

submatrix P n-i nd the sign unity of the bounded states and positive coefficients 

k's, the passi g jump J is negative. After approximation, the passing 



jump J is 

(3.37) 

ii) Passin left case: If x2 < -k1, then the solution point_passes from the 

left half spac I to the right half space, i.e., x1 < 0. The difference of Lyapunov

like function · etween the passing points is 

. f 
. ( 'tj)(X2< -k1) : VJ 'tj) - V +< 't) 

= 4:K;P x 

= 4(0 k, ... ~JP[i] 

(3.38) 

Since eac domain in the shifted-coordinate is symmetry about the origin, 

all of the feat res are the same each other. In this domain, the sign unity 

is negative nd consequently the passing jump J is negative. After 

approximatio , the passing jump J is 

where ~ i negative (i=2, ... , n). 

Hence, wi h a passing condition, the solution point of sliding observer 

approaches to he shifted-coordinate origins quickly as shown above passing 

jump. 

3.4 Lyapunov-like Stability Analysis 

3.4.1 L no -lik h r m 

The objecti~e is to asymptotically stabilize the system through a series of 

switching, wh ch is expressed by the set of passing points along with 
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sequences of switching timing [Peleties, 1991]: 

(3.40) 

.Q (x) 

Figure 3.12 Passing points on the hyperplane 

Lyapunov- ike Function Sets on the Hyperplane. Let us define the initial 

and final Lyaphnov-like function set[Peleties, 1991]: 

and the ini ial and final passing point set: 

(3.42) 

The seque ce of Lyapunov-like functions is identical to that of passing 



points. The d tailed notion of Lyapunov-like function-sequences is follows: 

ssing Left Passing Right 
,------,,...._. 

V:('to), :('t1), V~('t1), V('t2), V:('t2), V:('t3), 

Right Do ain Left Domain Right Domain 

. 'V;('t) 

Until satisfying 
passing condition 

(3.43) 

The set {V (xs,'tj)) for the right half space can be defined as Lyapunov-like 

nces corresponding to the right passing points sequences 

For the le half space, {V.(x8,'tj)}, and {s.(x_,'t)) are 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

=~~~'!-:!.!~~~~~~~-"""'=~~!,!,ia!4.m!.!,U.lic~s. For the stability of the 

sliding observe , it is desirable that any initial state asymptotically converge 

to the origin. ence, we need to consider the worst case whose initial state 

is not on the liding patch and does not satisfy the sliding condition. For 

this case, by a apting this coordinate transformation, the well-known linear 

system theory an be applied to interpret the sliding observer as the reaching 

dynamics whic is a linear system in each shifted-coordinate half space. 

g dynamics in the shifted-coordinate is 



5.9 

. -A !~\ 
. • - m X. + \~/ (3.48) 

where ud = 

Let us co sider first the internal stability of the reaching dynamics by 

setting the di turbance input zero, ud = 0. The internal system is 

te Lyapunov-like function for this system: 

=xTPv s s ·-s 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

Assumin that the Lyapunov-like function is differentiable except 

switching pla e, its derivative with respect to time is 

(3.51) 

that each· reaching dynamics is asymptotically attractive to 

the shifted ori in (or to the sliding patch). If, whenever the solution point 

passes throug the hyperplane, the Lyapunov-like function strictly decreases, 

nov-like function is strictly decreasing along the trajectory 

eaching dynamics domain . 

..!....!.!!£!.!.~.!a!....!,4.;1,.l Given an reaching dynamics of the form xs = ~ xs (where 

Am: Hurwitz s stem matrix, xs = x -~ sgn(x1), s=- or +), let us consider a 

nov-like function candidate: 

Vs x) = x;' P xs , s = -, + (3.52) 



which is area positive definite on ff(. and unbounded where Vs<x) is associated 

with the dom in Q_(x),OJx). Suppose lxM > k1 at x1=0, 'v Xa e !it, there exist 

constants y > ~' p > 0 and a switching sequence 

I s,(x,,, t;l J = s; ( 'to), s; ( t 1 ), S'.( t 1 ), s'( t 2), s; ( t,), s; ( t 3), • • • , s;( t,), . . . (3.53) 

as in the follo ings: 

is negative de mite in the domain Q9(x9) [Peleties, 1991]: 

• 2 

9{X9 ) ~YI lxJ I < 0, 'v X9¢ 0, 'v S, S=-,+ (3.54) 

ii) While ,he solution point is passing the hyperplane, the Lyapunov-like 

function alwa s decreases: 

(3.55) 

where the subscripts s and s* are: sign(s) * sign(s*), s=- or +, s*=+ or -. 

Then, the ystem is globally asymptotically attractive to the sliding patch 

that is defined as lx2I ~ k1 at the switching plane (x1 = 0). 0 

ProoO Th above two conditions mean that the sequence {V 8(~, 'ti)} strictly 

decreases alo g the trajectories up to its limit. This implies that 
tf 

V!(o('tj+1))- V!{o( j)) = ( V(x8 ,'t)d't < 0 for each side and lim Vs(o('tj)) = L ~ 0. 
)ii j-toc, 

This limit exi ts by virtue of the fact that the sequence {Vs(o('tj))} strictly 

decreases by t e passing condition ii) and lower-bounded by zero: 

li V!(o"s('tj+1)) - lim V!(a~'tj)) = L - L = 0 
j oo j~oo 

= im [ V!(aJ'tj+1)) - V!(aJ'tj))] ~ lim[ -yllaJ't)l 12] ~ 0. 
j 00 j~ 

In other ords, lim[ - YI la~'tj) I rJ = - y lim[ I las('tj) IF] = 0, which implies 
j~ j~ 
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limcr~'tj) = 0, hich is a sufficient condition for attractiveness to the sliding 
j~ 

patch. ~ 

x1 = ~ - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

X2 = - h2 X1 - ~ sgn(xl) + W (3.56) 

where k1:l, ~:O, h 1: 0.1, h2 : 0.2, w=O, initial conditions: x1:0, x2:10 

Rewrite the above equation using the shifted-coordinate transformation 

then we have reaching dynamics: 

(3.57) 

where ud =0 

10 ........ .; ............ ; .......... . . . 2000 ... ········ ··········· ············ . . . . . . . . > 
1000 

-10 L--1-----=------......J 

0 10 20 30 
0 L_ __ ~___::,=:,.::,,,,--....1 

0 10 20 30 
time time 

0 . . 
"O -200 · · · · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · · · · · .:. · · · · · · · · · · · > . . . . . . 

-l0'----1--~~---'-----' 
-10 0 10 20 

-400 '-----~---'-----J 

0 10 20 30 
xl time 

Fi re 3.13 Phase plane and Lyapunov-like function 
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equation A'*P + P*A = Q 

J-.1 0 ]· Q-(-1 OJ P-[ 6 -.5 J 
m 1.-.2 o ' - o -1 ' - -.5 30.25 (3.58) 

The pha e plane Figure 3.13 shows that the solution point is 

asymptoticall approaching to the sliding patch via passing the hyperplane 

e Lyapunov-like function shows two passing jumps around 8 

and 14 secon 0 

.......:0"""""'1ao.....:.:1~~~~=...i~:.....:.=~--==-....-..--a~m-1c. Since the disturbance input 

ud includes neglected nonlinearities and disturbances, without 

term, the sliding observer cannot handle 

uncertain/non inear systems. In a linear stability theory, if the internal 

system of conjollable and observable system is stable then the total stability 

of LTI syste is guaranteed . (see Appendix B.1) On the contrary, we 

cannot conclu e the stability of reaching dynamics only based on the zero

input respons, of the system. 

Assuming hat the Lyapunov-like function is differentiable, its derivative 

with respect to time is 

(3.59) 

Plug in th reaching dynamics (3.34) with ud :J: 0. 

(3.60) 
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Owing to f he 2nd term of right hand side equation, the time derivative of 

Lyapunov-like function may be not negative definite. At this situation the 

so-called matlhing condition could be a solution that guarantees negative 
I . 

definiteness of Vs· However, in real situation, the condition usually cannot 

be satisfied o~ it is so conservative that it is almost useless. The every 

conservativeJess comes into the system by sticking to the negative 

definiteness. ience it is desirable that the negative definite of V in Theorem 
I 

3.1 is replaced by strictly decreasing Lyapunov-like function of passing states 

as following treorem: 

Theorem 1"2 Given a reaching dynamics of the form xs = Am xs + ud 

(where ~: Hu.rwitz system matrix, xs = x -~ sgn(x1), ud: input, s=- or +), 

let us consider a quadratic Lyapunov-like function candidate: 

(3.61) 

which are real positive definite on 9f. and unbounded where V /x) is 

associated witt the domain Q_(x),Q,(x). Suppose lxM > k, at x,=O, 'v x. e 1('_, 

there exists constants y > 0, p > 0 and a switching sequence { ss(xs, t)} as in: 

i) In an rJaching domain, the final Lyapunov-like function V~(a(ti+i)) is 

strictly less th n the initial Lyapunov-like function V!(a(ti}) in the domain 

V~{a{tj+1)}- V!(a(tJ) < - YIIO's{tj) 112 (3.62) 

ii) While ie solution point passes the hyperplane, the Lyapunov-like 

function alwayi decreases: 

vJ <;) -v;{( ,;)) ,; -p I lcr.( <;) I F, 'v cr.( <;) e cr, ( 3.63) 

where the subsrpts Sands* are: sign(s) ¢ sign(s*), S=- or+, S*=+ or-. 

Then, the system is asymptotically attractive to the sliding patch. 0 



w Proof) Tr proof is the same as Theorem 3.1. 
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While Thebrem 3.1 requires negative definite of Vs, Theorem 3.2 compares 

the Lyapunovtlike function of the initial and the final passing point. In the 

case of Theorlm 3.2, the Lyapunov-like function may not strictly decrease. 

However, the 1eaching dynamics is equivalently linear time-invariant system 

so that the system is bibo stable. The shifted coordinate transformation of 

the sliding obsrrver enables to apply the linear stability theorem to nonlinear 

system. All tte more, the passing jump brings the shearing effect so that 

the solution point approaches sliding patch fast. 

Example J.a Consider the same 2-order sliding observer as that of the 

former example except the disturbance input: 

N 
~ 

xl 
. ' ...... , ....................... . 

0 .... 

_10 x2\ 
0 

' ' 

' ' . . 
' ' ' . 
' ' . . 

10 20 

time 

10 : ----=::::.::; 

. ' 
' ' 

' ' 
' . 
' ' ' . 

-10 : : 

30 

-10 0 10 20 

xl 

3000n: : . . . . . . 
2000 ............ ; ............ : ........... . 

. . > . . . . . . . . . 
1000 ············:············:············ . . . . . . 

OL---~-==~====== 
0 10 20 30 

time 

..... 
.g 
> -200 ... ····--·:·-·--····-···:--- ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

-400 ~---·-----·---~ 
0 10 20 30 

time 

Figure 3.14 Phase plane and Lyapunov-like function 
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{ 
~ 1 = ~ - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) ( 3.64) 
x2 = - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) + w 

where k1:l, ~:0.5, h 1: 0.1, h2: 0.2, w=O, initial conditions: x1:0, x2:10 

Rewrite the above equation using the shifted-coordinate transformation 

then we haver. reaching dynamics: 

{ . X1 = ~s - hl X1 (3.65) 
X2s : - h2 X1 + ud 

where ud = - 0.5*sgn(x1) 

The Lyaptnov equation is the same as the former one. The phase plane 

shows that the solution point with disturbance input approaches to the sliding 

patch faster ttan the former example because the sign of disturbance input 

ud is opposite rgn of X1. The Lyapunov-like function shows. several passing 

jumps around\6.5 second and 12 second and so on. Since, V is not negative 

definite, Vis rot strictly decreasing either. However, this example shows 

the Theorem :B.3 is valid. The passing jump is proved for 2- and 3- order 

cases in Appetdi:x B. The other requirement, i.e., decreasing sequences of 

initial and final Lyapunov-like function set, is assured by the design algorithm 

"SOON"(see chapter 4). o 

Finally thl next Theorem 3.3 is the generalization of the worst analysis: 

If the system pseudo-energy decreases as solution trajectory passes from 

the final point If one domain to the final point of the other domain, then it is 

possible to sta~ilize the system. 

Theorem 31.3 Given an reaching dynamics of the form xs = ~ xs + ud 

(where Am: HJrwitz system matrix, X8 = x -~ sgn(x1), ud : input, s=- or +), 

let us consider a quadratic Lyapunov-like function candidate: 



s(x) = x; p ~ ' s = -, + (3.66) 

which ar . real positive definite on !ft and unbounded where V
8
(x) is 

associated wi h the domain .Q_(x),.QJx). Suppose lx~I > k1 at x1=0, rt x
0 

e !ft, 

there exists a switching sequence { CJ8(X8 , 'tj)} and there exists constants p > 0 

such that the final Lyapunov-like function V;~o('ti+t)) is strictly less than the 

precedent fin 1 Lyapunov-like function V!{o(ti)) of the domain ~(x9): 

(3.67) 

where the subscripts s and s* are: sign(s) -:t- sign(s*), s=- or +, s*=+ or -, 

· then the systeJ,, is asymptotically attractive to the sliding patch. o 

Proofl T e above condition means that the sequence {V!(x8 , 'tj)} strictly 

decreases alo g the switching sequence {crs(~,'tj)} up to its limit, i.e., 

lim Vs(x(tj)) = ~ 0. This limit exists by virtue of the fact that the sequence 

(~o(,;))) is st lctly decreasing and lower-bounded by zero: 

limV;.{crJtj+i)} - lim V!(crJtj)} = L- L = 0 
j j -+co 

= im [ V!.{ CJ9(tj+t)) - V!( CJ~'tj})] S lim [ - p j jcr~tj) IF] S 0. 
-+oo j-+oo 

In other w rds, 

1 m( - p llcrJ tj) I F] = - p lim[ llcr~ tj) 112] = 0 
j j~ 

which im lies limcrJtj) = 0, which is a sufficient condition for 
j-+oc, 

attractiveness o the sliding patch. 

Since this heorem concerns only the final state sequence {V!(a(tj)} }, one 

may worry abo t the possibilities of growing Lyapunov-like function during 



the reaching dynamics. But the boundedness of Lyapunov-like function is 

guaranteed b the well-known linear system theory that a Hurwitz linear 

system is BI o stable with bounded external input. Since the space is cone 

about the shi ted-coordinate origin;· for each reaching domain, decreasing 

final state se ,uence {V;(a(tj)}} provides a BIBO stability. Next example shows 

3-order case hose eigenvalues are chosen intentionally so small (Figure 

3.15) that its olution point approaches slowly to the sliding patch and the 

attractivenes can be explained by Theorem 3.3. 

Example 3.4 Consider a 3-order sliding observer as that of the former 

example of C apter 2 except the disturbance input: 

f ~1 = X2 - h1 X1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

\ 
x2 = Xa - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) 
Xa = - ha x1 - ka sgn(x1) + w 

(3.68) 

where K=[ .8 .:n .7]\ H=[.8 .31 .05]T, w=O, initial states: x1:2, x2:-3, Xa:-6 

The reach ng dynamics is: 

/ ~1 = X2s - hl X1 
.\ .2s=Xas-h2X1 

as = - ha X1 + Ud 

where u, = - 0. ~*sgn(x1) 

(3.69) 

Even thou h the initial state is not on the hyperplane, we can see the 

sign unity at t e first passing. This example shows that after first 3 passings, 

the final pass ng Lyapunov-like function is greater than the initial's in 

each reaching domain until reaching the sliding patch. However, the final 

Lyapunov-like function sequence is decreasing so that it is attracted to the 

sliding patch b the Theorem 3.3. 0 
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Figure 3.16 Phase plane and Lyapunov-like function 

ode is the sliding mode that is in the hyperplane x1 = 0 and 

with the slidi g condition lx21 < k1 • 

x, \ ·k/k.110 . . 0 

I !fl J ~ \ -k:/k.101 . . 0 Xa (3.71) i~r .. kl \~/ . 1 
-k/k1 00 . . 0 



After sa isfying the sliding condition, the sliding dynamics is, 

equivalently, a reduced order linear system. For linear system, asymptotic 

stability requires that the state of system asymptotically approaches the 

origin , i.e., Am x(t) = 0 'v x('t0 ) = x0 • For the stability of sliding observer, the 
thx, 

state of system also should approach the origin, via a series of switching. 

Since the slidling dynamics has switching terms, Lyapunov-like function at 
I 

h . . I b t e origm may not e zero. 

Definiti.J 3.6 A linear dynamical equation is said to be totally stable if 

and only if fo, any initial state and for any bounded input the output as well 

as all the state variables are bounded. I 

Theorem k.4 The forced response (zero state) of the sliding equivalent 

dynamics, i.J., x0 = A0 x0 , is asymptotically stable if and only if all the 

eigenvalues oj A 0 have negative real parts. 0 

Proof) Ltlt P be the nonsingular matrix such that A0=PA0P·1 and A0 is 

in the Jordan form. In order for the zero state to be asymptotically stable, 

11 ei\t 11 should ot only be bounded but also tend to zero d I eAot 11 ~ 0) as t-oo. 

Since every eJtry of eAot is of the form tkell:it+iwf, we conclude that 11 eAot 11 ~ 0 as 

t---. 00 if and oJly if all the eigenvalues of A0 , and consequently of A0 have 

. 1 I negative rea , arts. Iii 

If a linear time-invariant system is asymptotically stable, its zero-input 

response will[ approach zero exponentially; thus it is also said to be 

exponentially ,table. It is clear that total stability implies BIBO stability. 

3.4.2 ontour of L a unov-like Function 

Consider a contour of equivalent Lyapunov-like function on the 
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hyperplane r the previous 3-order instance of Example 3.4. The 2x2 

submatrix is =[ 5 
n-1 -.5 - 5 ] 

73.5 

1 _5 Contour of Lyap-Like Function 
. . . . . . 

1 _f,onto~r of Diag-~minant L-~ Funct 
. . . . . . . . . 

1 · · · · ·:· · · · · · · · · · · i · · · · · · · · · · ·:· · · · · 1 · · · · · i · · ... · · · · · · ·:· · · · · · · · · · · i · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0.5 ·····:···········:···········:····· 0.5 ·····:···········:···········:····· . . . . 

S3s 0 

. . 
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. . . 
-1.5 .___. ---,-· ---.·-____, 

-1 0 1 

Figure 3.17 Contour ofLyapunov-like functions 

The Lyap nov-like function is V+ = 5 a; .. -0'2+0'a+ + 73.5 <Ta+ whose contour 

for V + =10 is s own at Figure 3.17(a). The contour of Lyapunov-like function 

with neglecte off-diagonal terms is plotted at Figure 3.17(b). Since the 2x2 

submatrix is iagonal dominant, these are almost identical as expected. 

For the diago al dominant case, the principal radius are approximately the 

.square root o corresponding diagonal terms. 

(3.72) 

Consider initial passing point 0'2+ > 0, 0'3+ > 0 which is on the arc a+b+ 

ne. 

Consider case of Vs < 0 or V! - V! < 0, the final point in Figure 3.18 will 
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remain insid the ellipsoid a+ b+ c+ d+ and the sign unity confines the region 

as O + c + d + . If O > 0'2+ > -2 k1, then it satisfies the sliding condition. Otherwise, 

it will pass a ain the hyperplane and the Lyapunov-like function Vs decreases 

by the jump ifference. 

x3 x3+ 
x3-

b+ 

a+ 
--~i-,;...-------+--1--+-----~-------i1----~ x2+ 

o-

d-

x2 

x2-

F'gure 3.18 Contour ofLyapunov-like function on the hyperplane 

x3 x3+ 
x3-

b+ 

b-

o+ 

c- 0 

d+ 

d-

Figure 3.19 Contour of large Lyapunov-like function case 
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x3+ 
x3 

x3- b+ 

o+ 
x2+ 

d+ 

x2 

igure 3.20 Contour of small Lyapunov-like function case 

Consider contours of large Lyapunov-like function case as shown in 

Figure 3.19. t shows that V+ covers more region of v_ than the previous 

one as shown n Figure 3.18. 

For the c se of small Lyapunov-1ike function, all the final point on the 

arc O+ c+ d+ sa isfies the sliding condition as shown in Figure 3.20 

The ellips idal contour is determined by the positive definite matrix P. 

Figure 3.20 shlws that a contour does not cover the other side contour at all. 

This case can ncrease the Lyapunov-like function by switching. Hence the 

coefficient K w ich determines shifted-coordinate system should be a function 

of aspect of co tour, i.e., principal radius. 

The Lyapu ov-like function in Figure 3.22 strictly decreases by switching. 

Hence, for 3-o der case, the suggested design methodology of coefficient K is 

(3.73) 
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x3+ 
x3 

x3-

b-

Figure 3.21 Contour of badly designed case 

x3- x3 x3+ 

b+ 

o+ 

d+ 

a-

Figure 3.22 Contour of suggested case 

Remarks. In Chapter 3.3.3, the general shearing effect was explained 

by the passin jump of the Lyapunov-like function at the hyperplane. For 

3-order syste , the sign equalization is prooved in Appendix C.3 and the 

passing jump is always negative. For the 3-order case, the contour of 

Lyapunov-like function of the passing point not only explains the general 
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shearing effe t but also suggests how to choose the design coefficient Kin 

relation with the linear coefficient H. The sign unification inn-dimensional 

space was s died in Appendix C but it is not proved analytically yet. 

Therefore, th design algorithm based on the Lyapunov-like stability Theorem 

3.3 are propo ed as a future study. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN OF SLIDING OBSERVERS 

4.1 Development of Design Algorithm 

In Chapte 2, it was showed that the dynamics of the sliding observer in 

each reachin domain is the same as linear system with the shifted

coordinate. t the passing instant, even though the velocity field is 

discontinuous the trajectory of solution point in reaching domain is 

continuous. C nsequently the dynamical characteristic for the half domain 

can be extend d to the whole domain directly. Hence let us review reaching 

dynamics in th view point oflinear system theory [Chen, 1970] as follows: 

(4.1) 
'---v-----' 

ero-input response zero-state response 

A very im~ortant property of any linear system is that the responses of 

the system can be decomposed into two parts, as follows [Chen, 1970]: 

sponses due to {x(t0 ), u(t°'oo)} 

esponses due to {x(to), O} + responses due to {O, u(t0 ,oo)} 

The respon es due to {x(t0 ), O} are called zero-input responses or transient 

term: they are enerated exclusively by the nonzero initial state x(tJ. The 

75 
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responses du to {O, u(t°'oo)} are called zero-state response or forced term: 

they are exci d exclusively by the input u(t0 ,oo). Hence, for linear systems, 

the zero-input responses and zero-state responses 

independentl , . 

A 2-order eaching dynamics in the shifted-coordinate is [Zhu, 1992] 

(4.2) 

where u = w- sgn(x1) < 0 for x1 > 0 

(4.3) 

With zero i itial values, the steady state is obtained by applying the final 

value theore . For critical damping, e:g., h/ = 4 h2 , the states by the 

forcing term a e bounded: 

s-1.. maxlul s 8~ 
h2 OSt<tr h2 

1 1 

(4.4) 

lxJ 

(4.5) 

These boun s are only due to the forcing term. The transient term by 

the initial condi ions cannot be considered in an analytic manner except for 
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some special ases. The reaching dynamics is valid only to the next passing 

point, i.e., x 1 = 0. Usually, the steady states bounds are too conservative as 

compared to le actual passing state values. Even though these bounds are 

big enough, itis hard to verify that the transient overshoot can be considered 

in the same anner. The Kalman-Yakubovich lemma is an usual approach 

to this probl m. -With the so-called "matching condition", the Lyapunov 

function of thi kind of system is perfect in mathematics but too conservative 

to find the real applications. The conservativeness is mainly due to the 

strict negative definiteness of V. This conservativeness can be overcome by 

considering t e system's properties, i.e., "shearing effect" etc. Hence, a 

design algorithm "Sliding Observer design by the wOrst reaching dynamics 

for Nonlinear}uncertain system" (SOON) is developed to consider all the 

phenomena-t:lt is the overshoot by initial conditions, the transient by furcing 

term and shi;Id-coordinate. 

~+ 

~+ 

a:+ 

~+ 

@ 

Index : <D : V <() 
s 

®: V!-V!<O 
@ : v:*-V; <O 

...._ __ ___,_-I-_.__ ___ __..~ X1+ 

X1 

Fi re 4.1 Conceptual comparison of stability theorems 
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pare the sliding observer stability theorems in Chapter 3 for 

the case of 2-o, der reaching dynamics. 

=...:i~..¥a:;..~=-e. Theorem 3.1 requires V8<0. The Lyapunov-like function 

strictly decrea es along the line <Din Figure 4.1 so that~+> -ot (sq+> -s~+ +2k1) 

Along the ine ® the Lyapunov-like function Vs of the final point strictly 

less than that finitial point: V! - V! <0, o;2+ > -d2+ (sf+> -s~+ +2k1) 

Theorem .3 requires V- V < 0 (Vis the same quadratic function as Vs 

except that it is expressed in the original coordinate) The Lyapunov-like 

function V of he final point strictly less than. that of initial point, i.e., line 

@: cr:+ > -at -2 1 (s~ > -s~J This condition is exactly the same as the worst 

case analysis. 

x3 x3+ 
· x3-

B+ 

d-

Index : <D : V 9<() 
f . 

® : V 8-V:«> 
@: Vf-Vi<O 

x2 

x2-

Figure 4.2 Lyapunov-like function contour on the hyperplane 
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.,,.__.......,,.""""-'"""'""=· Let us compare the sliding observer stability theorems in 

Chapter 3 for the case of 3-order reaching dynamics. Figure 4.2 is only a 

point c( 

gram to compare the theorems. 

a+b+c+d+ is the Lyapunov-like function contour of initial passing 

8<0 then a final passing point will fall inside of the ellipse 

a+b+c+d+ . If t e final passing point X<D is -2 k1 < ~+ < 0 then it satisfies the 

sliding condit, on. If a final passing point , e.g. X®, is inside the ellipse 

a+b+c+d+ then ! -V! < 0. Hence the stability of this case is guaranteed by 

If a final passing point is the point X@ then its contour 

A+B+C+D+ is 1 rger than the contour a+b+c+d+ . However, the Lyapunov-like 

function of th sequenced initial passing point cf is less than the initial 

passing point ~. In Figure 4.2 the ellipse a_b_c_d_ encloses the final passing 

pointX@. 

obtain an analytic solution of the forced response of reaching 

t some special cases. The analytic bounds of the forcing 

term like equa ions (4.5) and (4.6) are not only conservative but also hard to 

get for higher rder system. The transient term by the initial conditions 

cannot be cons dered in an analytic manner also. Since the Lyapunov-like 

stability Theor m 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 require the Lyapunov-like function of 

the final passi g point only, it is reasonable to obtain the worst bound of 

final passing p int via a simulation. According to the observer requirements, 

the design crit ria can be adjusted iteratively. However, the goal of the 

design procedu e is to make a stable observer. Hence, the first design 

procedure is su gested to make the initially bounded error dynamics converge 



to the sliding patch directly as follows: 

1. Determ·ne the system order 

2. Determ·ne the maximum bound of the disturbance w 

3. Determ ne the bound of the initial states 

4. Choose proper linear correction coefficients 

• Accorfing to the desirable converging speed 

5. Simulaje SIMNON program Reaching I 

• Wors reaching dynamics 

6. Designi g the switching constant K 

• The s itching constant ~-i is determined by half Max ~ 

• For c I nvergence purpose only, the coefficient kn-i does not 

n ed to be half of Max ~ 

• For n th order case, the suggested coefficient K is 

1j,, _ k1 "IP33 _ k,, iP ~, _ k, 1',,. k,; VP" k,,' ... , ~ k,,., (4.6) 

where Pii is obtined from the Lyapunov equation with the proper matrix Q. 

7. Tuning jhe design constants: 

• If the Jwitching constant k's are big compared to the 

d sired precisions then h/s are need to be increased 

acteristic equation (2.24) of the sliding equivalent dynamics: 

-k/k.110 ... 0 
-k/k.101 ... 0 

de sln-1 - =0 (4.7) 

..... 1 
-~/kl 00 ... 0 

• Steady tate error equation (2.54) in sliding region 
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Remark. If the characteristic equation has some positive eigen value, 

then the slidi g observer error dynamics will form a "limit" cycle near the 

sliding patch. Equation (4.6) is based on the contour analysis (3.73). The 

linear correct on coefficient His also related to the matrix Q and P by the 

Lyapunov eq ation (3.58). However, for the second and the third order 

system, (4.6) as only one term or not. Hence, the tuning procedure between 

the design co stant Hand K is actually important. For more general design 

procedure based on the Lyapunov-like stability theorem is suggested as a 

future study. 

4.2 Comparative Example with VSS Observer 

As a com arative example for the sliding observer and VSS observer, 

consider a no linear system as follows: 

Z1 = Z2 

z2 = g(z,w) (4.8) 

where g(z,w) - sin(z1) 

4.2.1 Slidin 

For this sy tern, the sliding observer can be written: 

..:... "' h 
Z1 = Z2 + 1 X1 + kl X1 

i 2 =g(z,w) + h2 x 1 + ~ x 1 

(4.9) 

where g(z,w) = - sin(z'i) 

For the sli ing observer, it needs only one measurement case and the 

output equatio s are 

(4.10) 



The slidi g observer error dynamics is 

{ x1 = ~ - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

x2 = - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) +ud 

The nume ical data for the system are 
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(4.11) 

xj = 0.57, x!, = -1; initial error states 

The linea correction coefficients choosed as h 1 = 2 and h2 =1.2 to place 

poles around -1 and to make the system underdamped. With the given 

bound of initi 1 state, the bound of disturbance input is evaluated as ud = 1. 

Hence ~=1 m y be a reasonable starting value. For the design algorithm 

SOON, the ini 'al states are assumed as xi= 0, ~ = 1.5. The simulated results 

are shown in 'igure 4.3. The worst final passing point is d:;+ = -0.95 whose 

absolute valu is less the initial value. According to Theorem 3.2, this 

system is stab e. If the shifting coordinate constant k 1 is assigned as half of 

the worst fina passing point, then it will make the error state converge to 

sliding patch d'rectly. Finally the tested design constant are 

The simul tion results of the sliding observer as shown in Figure 4.4 is 

compared wit the VSS (Variable Structure Systems) observer which is 



1 .......................... . 1 

0 

-1'------'----"---' 
0.2 0.4 

xl 
0.6 0 1 

time 

Figure 4.3 Simulation results of SOON 

,....... \,, z· 
..c: z ~ 

N~ 0 ... !. ..... , ........ ·'··········:···········:··········~···· -N 

1 2 3 4 

time 

5 6 

2 

7 8 

2-------------------~-~ 

2 3 4 

time 

5 6 7 

Figure 4.4 Sliding observer simulation results 

The sugge ted VSS observer (see detail [Walcott, 1987]) is 

8 

(4.12) 
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To design VSS observer, so-called matching condition should be satisfied. 

It has the for as follows: 

(4.13) 

unique positive-definite solution to the Lyapunov equation. 

To satisfy this condition two measurement are necessary and the output 

equation is 

(4.14) 

me initial condition as previous one, the VSS observer is 

simulated. 

Compare to VSS observer, the sliding observer can be designed without 

satisfying th so-called matching condition as shown above. Another 

superiority i favor of the sliding observer design methodology is that, 

according to esign requirements, its characteristic may be easily adjusted 

by tuning the design coefficient H and K. 

-~ -N 

N .= 
N 
c-i 
N 

0 

2 

... 

-2 

. . . . . ................................... . ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

time 

··························--···· 

1 2 3 4 5 

time 

Figure 4.5 VSS observer simulation results 



4.3 Inverted pendulum with a moving support 

Since Ste henson [Stephenson, 1908] predicted the possibility of inverting 

the unstable equilibrium of a pendulum on an end by applying a vertical 

periodic force at the bottom, parametric excitations of an inverted pendulum 

have been st died by in.any investigators [Nayfeh, 1979]. Sethna [Sethna,. 

1973] proved that an inverted pendulum can be stable near the upright 

position for jbitrary vertical excitations with the condition that they are 

fast and the tire average of the square of the velocity of the vertical excitations 

is greater tha the square of the time average of the velocity of these motions 

by a constant that depends on the system parameters. 

m 

0 

L 

l d(t) 

igure 4.6 Inverted pendulum with a moving support 

The equa ion of motion is derived as follows: 

0 + f sin(0) = t (cos(0) e d + sin(0) a) (4.15) 

where g=9.8 /sec2, L = 0.5 m, d(t) = O.OOl*sin(lOO t) 

Rewrite e uation (1) in the state space form: 
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Z1 = Z2 

z2 = - f sin(z1) + f cos(z1) z2 + i sin(z1) 

(4.16) 

The syste model for the sliding observer design is 

(4.17) 

where wist e neglected nonlinearities and model uncertainties. 

Let us as ume each initial state is bounded by 0.01 then the disturbance 

input bound i obtained as follows: 

I SI- f sin(z1)I + ~ cos(z1) z~ + ~ sin(z1~ 

I f sin(z1i S 0.2, ~ cos(z1) z~ S 0.01, ~ sin(z1)1 S 0.2 

The sugg sted sliding observer is 

/ i 1 = z2 + h1 x1 + k1 sign(x1) ·· 

\ i 2 = w + h2 x1 + ~ sign(x1) 

(4.18) 

The line,r correction coefficients were chosen as h1 = 10 and h2 =30 to 

place poles a7und -5 and to make the system underdamped. Simply assign 

the function ~w = 0 to the sliding observer. When the bound of initial state is 

known as 0. 1, the bound of disturbance input is evaluated as ud = 0.5. 

Hence k 2 = .5 may be a reasonable starting value. With the data, the 

design algori hm SOON was simulated and the simulated results are as 

follows: 



.01.---------.------z=-----, 

0 

- .01 + 
N 

I>< 
.02 ............................ 

- .03 

.04 
-5 0 5 

xl 
10 
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0.01 r-.....:::::::::c:::------.----. 
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, -;;; -0.02 · · · · · · · · .\. · · · · · · · · .\. · · · · · · · . . . . . . 
-0.03 ·········:··········:·· ..... 

-0.04 ....._ _ _._ __ .....__ _ __, 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

time 

Figure 4. 7 Simulation results of SOON 

For the esign algorithm SOON, the initial states are assumed as 

xi = 0, ~ = 0.0 . The simulated results are shown in Figure 4. 7. The worst 

final passing point is ~+ = -0.035 whose absolute value is greater the initial 

value. If the shifted coordinate constant k 1 is assigned as half of the worst 

final passing point, then it will make the error state converge to sliding 

patch directl according to Theorem 3.3. Since the neglected nonlinearities 

1 functions only, the constant k1 can be chosen small as 

according to the desired observing accuracy. Finally the tested design 

constants are 

1 =0.005, ~ =0.5, hl =10, h2 =30 

Even tho gh the initial error of the simulation is as big as twice of the 

initial error o the design algorithm, the simulation shows that the solution 

point converg s to sliding patch directly as shown in Figure 4.8. This is not 

a surprising r sult because the design algorithm by worst case is conservative 

as expected. 
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(a) Time domain plot of the states 
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igure 4.8 Sliding observer simulation results 

( ) Time domain plot of the actual and estimated states 

(i) Phase plane of the actual states 

(J) Phase plane of the error states of the sliding observer 
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Hence, if he nonlinear model of system is exactly known and if it is 

composed wit sinusoidal functions whose means are zero, then the smaller 

constant k1 ca be chosen safely . 

.4 Nonlinear Mass-Spring System with Friction 

Consider 2-order nonlinear system, consisting of a mass connected to 

a nonlinear s ring in the presence of dry friction and stiction, in canonical 

form: 
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1 = Z2 

2 = g(z,w) (4.19) 
. = Z1 

where g(z,w) = -lC zt - f/z2) + w, 1C is a constant nonlinear spring coefficient, 

and f9(z2) rep esents dry friction with stiction. 

For this s stem, the sliding mode observer can be written: 
.I ji = ~2 + hl X1 + kl X1 

i2 = _:(z,w) + h2 X1 + ~ X1 

Th l .d. r·b
1 

d . . e s 1 1 g o server error ynam1cs 1s 

{ x1 = ~ - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 

*2 = - h2 x1 - ~ sgn(x1) +ud 

The nume ical data for the system are 

1C = 1.0, Fs =1.0; static friction, Fd =0.75; dynamic friction 

x =0, x~=0.5; initial values 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

The linear correction coefficients was chosen as h 1 = 8 and~ =16 according 

to pole placem nt of linear system theory. Simply assign the function g(z, w)=O. 

With the giv,n bound of initial state, the bound of disturbance input is 

evaluated as d = 2. Hence ~ =2 may be a reasonable starting value. 

With the ata simulate the design algorithm SOON and the results are 

as follows: 

The worst final passing point is ~+ = -0.44 whose absolute value is less 

the initial val e. According to Theorem 3.2, this system is stable. Hence, 

we can freely assign the coordinate shifting constant k1. Consider the 
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desirable ace racy x1, take k1 =0.01. Finally the tested design constant are 

1 =0.01, ~ =2, hl =8, h2 =16 

The simu ation results by SOON is compared with the sliding observer 

which is desi~ned by the absolute stability theorem and whose switching 

function is sJturation functions instead of signum function (see Appendix 

B.2). The nu erical data for the saturation sliding observer is the same as 

new sliding o server except the design coefficients: 

0.5 

+ X1 

0 ····;········· ..... . 
N 
~ 0 
~ -~ 

-0.5 ....._ ____ ~ -0.5 ····················· 

0 0 0.5 
xl time 

Figure 4.9 Simulation results of SOON 
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Fi re 4.10 Simulation results: time domain plot of 1st states 
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Figure! 4.11 Simulation results: time domain plot of 2nd states 

a) !The sliding observer by absolute stability theorem 

b) 1~he sliding observer by SOON 
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10 

10 

Even though the both of simulation results satisfy the design goal, we 

can see the difftrence between them. Both of the first estimated state are so 

close to that of\ actual system, we cannot see the difference in Figure 4.10. 

The saturation !\sliding observer is equivalently high gain system within the 

boundary layer1 On the contrary, if the signum sliding observer is arrived 

at sliding pate~, its dynamics is equivalently reduced order system and its 

steady state erf r bounds are limited by the shifted-coefficient as shown in 

the equation (2.43). 



4.5 Super-tanker Lateral Dynamics 

For the 3 order example, the sliding observer is used to estimate the 

angular velo 'ty (yaw rate) and the angular acceleration of a super-tanker 

from the mea urement of the "heading", i.e., the yaw angle. The equation 

of motion is o iginally derived by Frimm [1983]. The plant is described as 

follows: 

(4.22) 

where 

• z1 = 'I' i the yaw angle (degree) 

• z2 ='Vi the yaw rate (degree/sec) 

derivative of yaw rate 

• o is th rudder angle (degree) 

The functil H(z,) = H(ij,). and the constants were identified from the 

actual ship as: 

. H('Vl= 1.8419- 21.294 'V- 8.0534 V + 96.5283 lj,3- 24.9247 lj,5 

• T =-6026 1 

• T2 = 7.7 

• T3 = 17. 

The goal of 1his example is to design a sliding observer which estimates 

the second and third states with the only available measurement of yaw 

angle. A linear model by Arie will be used and the rudder inputs will be 



lumped with he nonlinearities and regarded as an uncertainty. 

The mode used for the observer design is 

(4.23) 

where lwl::;; 

The uncer ainty bound y will be determined based on the knowledge of 

the actual syst m. The suggested sliding observer is 

f Z = ~ + h1 x1 + k1 sgn(x1) 

lz = z3 + h2 x1 + ~ sgn(x1) 

,. = - T IT Z:i - c,1 + i ) Za + ha X1 + ka sgn(xl) 
1 2 1 2 

(4.24) 

wherex1 = z1 • t . 
To follow 1he design procedure, the uncertainty bound needs to be 

evaluated first. Since modeling errors of this example are mathematically 

unbounded, it · s necessary to use the physical knowledge to determine the 

bounds for mod ling errors. The experimental data are as follows: 

• lz1 I < (degree) 

• I z2 I < .2 (degree/sec) 

• lol ::;;1 (degree) 

Using the p ysical bounds given above, the uncertainty bound is obtained 

via the Schwarz inequalities. 

(4.25) 

With JC = 0.1, take the bound as y =0.023. The next step is to determine 
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the bounds on the initial error states. Let assume the bounds as follows: 

• I ~Im x::;; 1.5 

• f X3 I m x ::;; 0.5 

The next s ep is choosing the linear correction coefficient. Simply pole 

place all at - and make it slightly underdamped to be. captured in the 

sliding patch f. st. The chosen coefficient is 

H = [ 6 12.2 B.4t 

With this esign constant, simulate the reaching dynamics to get the 

worst final pas ing point. Considering the bound of initial state, 2 different 

initial conditio s are simulate and the results are shown in following Figures. 

1.----------, 

1 ------.- ----------- ' -----. . . . . . . . ~ 0.5 

0 ...... ;. . ····· ... --~--- .. 

~ o.: ::: :=sr 
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-0.5'-------'-----'-------' 
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Fi, re 4.12 Worst reaching dynamics with xi= [O 1.5 0.5] 
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Fi re 4.13 Worst reaching dynamics with xi= [O 1.5 O] 
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The simu ation shows that the later one is worse than the first one 

whose initial yapunov-like function is greater than that of later one. The 

final passing oint are a:= [O -0.18 -0.49f and a:= [O -0.24 -O.Sf. However, 

the both resul s satisfy the requirement of stability Theorem 3.2. Assigning 

the shifted-co fficient ~ as half of the worst final passing state will guarantee 

one cycle co , vergence. Considering the equivalent sliding dynamics 

eigenvalues, t e switching coefficient is chosen as: 

= [0.1 0.2 0.023f 

1 -.c 
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time 
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N .c 
N 
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Figure 4 14 The actual and estimated states of super-tanker 
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Even the ound of the rudder angle is 10°, the simulation is done for 6 

=30° to demo strate "robustness" of the designed sliding observer as shown 

in Figure 4.1 in time domain. It shows that the solution point is captured 

by the sliding patch within one cycle as expected. 



CHAPTERV 

ROBrT CONTROL BASED ON SLIDING OBSERVERS 

l.1 Sliding Observer for Multiple Measurements 

In the sta e estimation problem, the need to handle model uncertainty 

due to nonlinJarities or disturbance leads to the development of a sliding 

observer. A sliding observer is one of the simple robust estimations. Despite 

the presence f uncertainty and disturbances whose bound is known it is 

easy to show hat the performance of the sliding observer is theoretically 

perfect. 

The slidi g observer with multiple measurement in phase variable 

canonical for can be designed as far as the disturbance input bound of the 

error dynamic is known. The system with double measurements is assumed 

as: 
Z1 = Z2 

z2 = g1{z, u1, t,w 1,0) 
Za = Z4 

z4 = g2{z,u2,t,w2,0) 

The sugge ted sliding observer is: 

/ 
!1: ~2 + h1 {ycC1~ + k1 sgn(x1) 
z2 - g1 + h2 (y1-C1z) + ~ sgn(x1) 

·1 !a=~+ h3 (Y2·C2~ + ka sgn(xa) 
Z4 = g2 + h4 (y2-C2z) + k4 sgn(xa) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 



where x, = y,-f ,Zand x, = y,-C,Z 

The error
1 
dynamics: 

I 
{ x.1 = x2 - h1 x1 - k1 sgn(x1) 
Ji x2 = w1 - h2 x1 -~ sgn(x1) 
\\. ~3 = x4 - h3 x3 - k3 sgn(x3) 
~ X4 = W2 - h4 X3 - k4 sgn(x3) 

I 

(5.3) 

where W1 = gl(~,Ui,t,Wi,0)- gJz,ui,t,0) and W2 = g2(z,U2,t,W2,8)- gJz,U2,t,8) 
I 

I 

For the sli!ding observer error dynamics, w1 and w2 are the disturbance 
I 

inputs which \include neglected nonlinearities, parametric uncertainties, 

modeling erro~s and noises. The bound of the disturbance input w 1 and w2 

are assumed t~ be known. If the error dynamics of multiple measurements 
I 

system can be \decoupled, then the sliding observer can be designed exactly 
i 

the same methiod as the single measurement case. Compared to the single 
i 

measurements !sliding observer, the multiple measurements sliding observer 
I. 

has multiple hrperplanes. This is one of the main difference between the 

sliding observer and sliding control problem. 
I 

In this chapter, the sliding observer is used to estimate the states of a 
I 

two-link manipulator for multiple measurement example. Since every 
I . 

observer is conlsidered to be a part of a closed-loop feedback system, as a 
! 

practical example, a sliding observer for a two-link robot system was designed 
I 

and simulated t compose a closed-loop feedback system with several control 

method. If the I model of robot is known exactly, the nonlinear term of the 

equations of m\tion can be included in the sliding observer for an accurate 

estimation. Fo~l this case, the Feedback Linearization method can be applied 

to control the n1nlinear system. And also the SOFL (Feedback Linearization 

control based 1n Sliding Observer) is composed and simulated. If the 

! 



dynamics is ot known exactly, the Feedback Linearization control does not 

work proper! r Also, for the sliding observer, the simplified model may be 

preferred. Frr the system control, the adaptive control and the sliding 

control were esigned. 

5.2 Robots Dynamics 

The math matical model for a n-link robot is derived via the Euler

Laglangian eq~tions (see Spong and Vidyasagar for details [Spong, 1989) ): 

dk/q) ~ + I cijkcq) 4i Qj + <1>icCq) = -rk (5.4) 
ij 

where d1g ; coefficient of inertia matrix D(q) 

<l>ic ; The . avitational forces and torques 

cijk ; The co iolis and centrifugal terms 

Equation ( .4) can be rewritten in the matrix form : 

D q) ij + C(q,q) q + g(q) = t (5.5) 

where the k, j_ h element of the matrix C(q,q) is defined as: 

n 

Clrj = L Cijk( q) Qi 
i=l 

and the k_t component of g is <l>ic 

For a gene al n-link manipulator, the equations of motion (5.4) are 
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nonlinear an coupled, but for the simplest robots, they have several 

properties [S ong, 1990] that are useful for designing control system. 

Property 

1) The in rtia matrix D(q) is symmetric, positive definite, and both D(q) 

and D(q) ·1 ar uniformly bounded as a function of q e Rn 

2) 

3) 

s an independent control input for each degree of freedom. 

asses, moments of inertias etc., appear as coefficients of 

known functi ns of the generalized coordinates. 

4) The Co · olis and centrifugal forces are quadratic in the terms of <ii 

11 C< q, <i) <i II ~ a1 11 411 2 

5) The ve tor C(q, tj_) tj_ has elements <{ Ni(q) tj_ where the N/s matrices 

are symmetric and composed of bounded periodic elements. 

Each term of the matrices of dynamic equation (5.4) can be defined as a 

separate parareter, so that the dynamic equation (5.5) is rewritten in a 

linear regression form: . 

D(I ) ij + C(q,q) q + g(q) = Y(q,q,ij) 0 = t 

where Y(q,<i,q) ·s an n x r matrix of known functions, known as the regressor, 

and q is an r-order vector of parameters. 

5.2.2 T o Linj Mani ul tor 

Fig. 5.1 is planar type model of two-link robot with a motor at each 

joint for contro input. The dynamic equation (5.3) for a two-link robot in 

matrix form is: 

du <i1 + d12 <i2 + C121 <I1 ck+ C2u ck 41 + C2u ck 2 + <1>1 = t1 

(5.6) 



where i = 1, 2 

't;; The control inputs 

<t ; A generalized coordinate that is the joint angle 

du= m1 I.12 + m2 ( 112 + I.22 + 211 l.2 cos(q2)) + 11 + 12 

d12 = d21 = mil.l + 111.2 cos(q2)) + 12 

d22 = m2 I.?+ 12 

C121: C211: C221: -C112: m2l1 lc2 sin(q2):= h 

<!>1 = (m1lc1 + m2 l1) g cos(qi) + m2 l.2 g cos(q1 + (h) 
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~ = m2 l.2 g cos(q1 + (h) where I;; The moment of inertia of link i 

is at the center of mass of link i 

lei ; The distance from the previous joint to the center of mass link i 

.u. g 

. Figure 5.1. Two link Manipulator 

Let us define parameters 0u ... ,09 to get a linear regression eq~ation: 

01 = m11.i2, 04 = m 2 l1 I.2, 07 = m1 l.1 g 

82 = m2 li2, 05 = 11' Sa= m2 l1 g 

Sa= m2l.l, 06 = 12, 09 = m2 lc2 g 

where 0 = [01, ... ,09]T (5.7) 

Using the,parameter (5.7), rewrite the equation (5.6) in a linear regression 
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form: 

Y(q,q,q) 0 = t (5.8) 

(5.9) 

where 00 : known parameter, 0: to be estimated 

Assuming that m 1. is known exactly and does not change, load and 

disturbances are included in m 2• so that m 2 is unknown. If the equation 

(5.9) is applied to a SCARA (for Selective .Compliant Articulated Robot for 

Assembly) type robot, the gravitational terms 07, 08 , 09. will not appear. 

The equations of motion (5.6) is rewritten in a state space form. First, 

the equation (5.6) is multiplied by the inverse of inertia matrix and we have: 

Z1 = Z2 

Z2 = Cu Z2 + C12 Z4 + <1>1 + t1 

~ = d11 d22 - d12 d21 ; determinant of inertia matrix D(q) 

Cu = - ( d22 C11 - d12 ~1 ) I d 

C12 : - ( d22 C12 - d 12 ~2 ) / d 

~1 = - ( du ~1 - d12 C11 ) / d 

~2 = - ( du ~2 - d12 C12 ) / d 
-
<!>1 = - ( d22 <!>1 - d12 <!>2 ) Id 
-
<!>2 = - ( - d 12 <!>1 + d 11 <!>2 ) I d 

t1 = ( d22 t1 - d12 t2 ) Id 

t2 = ( - d12 t1 + du t2 ) I d 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 



where q1 and Ch are the two joint angles, 't1 and 'ti are the joint inputs, and 

d11 = m1 li + m2 ( 112 + 1022 + 211 lc2 cos(z)) + 11 + 12 

d12 = d21 = m2 O.l + 11 l.2 cos(z3)) + 12 

C11 =.; h z4 

~12 = - h Z2 - h Z4 

~1 = h Z2 

~2=0 

~1 = (mil.1 + m2 l1) g cos(z1) + m2 l.2 g cos(z1 +z2) 

cj>.;i = m2 l.2 g cos(z1 +z2) 
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The specification of a two-link manipulator for the computational 

simulation is m1 = 20, m2 = 10, 11 = 1, 101 = 0.5, 12 = 0.8, l.2 = 0.5, 11 = 5, 12 = 
2.5, g = 9.8, with the SI unit. 

5.3 The Case with No Parameter Uncertainty 

5.3.1 The Desi~n of the Slidini Observer 

Even though we know the system exactly, the estimated parameters 

may be different from the actual value, since the parameters are function of 

estimated states. In this section, the nonlinear term is considered to design 

a sliding obs~rver. The observer is obtained by replacing the parameters in 

(5.10) with estimated parameters. 

,.. 
- " 

~2 = ~ Y1 + ~ ls(Y1) + fu Z2 + f12 Z4 + <1>1 + ~1 

i'a = Z4 + ha Y2 + ls ls(Y2) 
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"' 
i"4 = h4 Y2 + k4 1s<Y2> + g21 ~ + g22 z4 + $2 + ~2 (5.12) 

The error dynamics equations are 

X1 = ~ - hl X1 - kl ls(xl) 

i 2 = - h2 x1 - ~ 1/x1) + w1 

Xa = X4 - ha Xa - ka ls(X3) 

i 4 = - h4 x3 - k4 1/x3) + w2 

"' 
W 1 = C11 ~ + ( C11 - gll) Z2 + C12 X4 + ( C12 - g12> Z4 + $1 - $1 + t1 - ~1 

"' 
W2 = C21 ~ + ( C21 - g21> Z2 + ~2 X4 + ( C22 - g22> Z4 + $2 - $2 + t2 - ~2 

By using the properties 4) and 5), it can be proved that the error of 

estimated parameter w1 and w2 are bounded. 

The switching gain k1 , k2 is chosen as a bound on the steady state 

estimation error on Xu x3• and k3 ,~ is chosen to be larger than the error of 

estimated parameter w1 and w2• The chosen constants are: 

k1 = 0.1, k2 = 0.1, k:i = 1,~ = 1 

The true system is tracking the desired trajectories by feedback 

linearization control law. The simulations were run using SIMNON, on 

two different initial conditions. The first set of initial conditions of the 

states and thle states of estimation are all zeros. The simulation results for 

this set of initial conditions are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that the sliding 

observer is wiorking properly. 

The initial condition of the sliding observer is z = [.1 .3 .1 .3t. The chosen 
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linear correction coefficient is H=[ 4 4 12 40]. The bound of disturbance is 

known as k1:: .5 and k3 : 1. The simulated results of the design algorithm 

SOON is -.46 and -.48 so that the chosen switching coefficients are K=[.2 1 

.25 2]. 
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Figure 5.2 The simulated results of the sliding observer 

5.3.2 Feedback Linearization · Control 

5 

5 

I 

If the parameters are known exactly, the inverse dynamics control law 
' 

(i.e. the Computed Torque control law) cancels exactly all of the nonlinear 
' 

terms in (5.3} so that the closed loop system is linear and decoupled 

P(q) ti + C(q,<i) 4 + g(q) = -r (5.13) 
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If the torque is 't = D(q) v + C(q,tj) q + g(q) (5.14) 
I 

Then, frqm (5.14) and (5.3), the equation of motion is 

D(q) ( q - V) = 0 (5.15) 

By property 1, q = v (5.16) 

We now consider the case when the manipulator is actually required to 

follow a desired trajectory, rather than merely reach a desired position. 

Note that a trajectory control problem may arise even when the task is 

merely to mo¥e a load from its initial position to a final position. The simple 

P.D. controller cannot be expected to handle the dynamic demands of 

trajectory tracking effectively. We consider first the use . of feedback 

linearization. We then discuss the extension of adaptive control and sliding 

control based on the sliding observer. 

The term v is the interpretation of an outer loop control law with units 

of acceleration, which is typically chosen as: 

(5.17) 

with q = q - <ltl• where cti(t) ; n-order vector of desired joint trajectories. 

By plugging (5.17) into (5.16), we get a linear error dynamics 

(5.18) 

If the gain matrices I\, and ~ are chosen as diagonal matrices with 

positive diagqnal elements, then the closed-loop system is linear, decoupled, 

and exponen~ially stable. The global stability for this scheme is thus obvious. 
i 

In fact, the i closed-loop damping ratio and natural frequency may be 

arbitrarily a~signed. 
I 

The Feedback Linearization Control based on Slidin~ Observer. The 

only differen6e between previous simulations and this section FL-SO is the 
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i 
control law ih which the actual states are replaced by the sliding observer 

! 
! 

estimated stiites. The first set of initial conditions of the states and the 

states of the: sliding observer are all zeros. The simulation for this set of 

initial conditions are shown in Fig. 5.9. It is clear that the FL-SO closed 

loop is stable; The initial condition of the sliding ob~erver is z = [.1 .3 .l .3]T. 

The chosen linear correction coefficient is H=[6 9 16 60]. The bound of 

disturbance is known as k 1 .5 and k3: 1. The simulated results of the design 

algorithm SOON is -.58 and .,.56 so that the chosen switching coefficients 

are K=[.3 2 .3 3]. 
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- N 
< < 
N 0.5 N 
~ 

C'i' -N N 

-0.5 
5 0 5 

time time 

1 

~ s::t" 
< < 
N 0 N 

~ ..,; 
N N 

0 5 

time time 

I 

Figure 5.3 The simulated results of feedback linearization control based 

on the sliding observer 
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5.4 The Case with Parameter Uncertainty 

5.4.1 The Design of the Sliding Observer 

Each angular position in a two-,link manipulator is measured and both 

the velocity as well as the position are estimated. For an estimation scheme, 

we can intuitively include available nonlinear model to make estimation 

error small. On the contrary, however, it will take more time to compute 

and it is not desirable for our purpose. Therefore, although the nonlinear 

model with no uncertainty is available, we may adopt only linear terms for 

a fast estimation. 

The simplified model for a sliding observer design is obtained by taking 

only linear terms. We need to notice that the input torque is not used and 

not measured. 

Z1 = Z2 

Z2 = W1 

Z3 = Z4 

Z4 = W2 (5.19) 

The equation (5.19) is really simple compared to the original equation. 

By comparing equations (5.10) and (5.13), one can identify the disturbance 

terms w, and w2, as in (5.12), and try to find the bound for them. The bound 

of w, and w2 are function of states and cannot be computed explicitly. 

Therefore, the bounds can be assumed as the simulated maximum value 

of :x2 and :x4 of the operating range and the initial condition. Possibly, the 

bound can be violated during the transient for the different initial condition. 

The initial condition of the sliding observer is z = [.1 .5 .1 .5t. The chosen 

linear correction coefficient is H=[20 100 40 400]. The bound of disturbance 
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is known as lt.1 .5 and lea: 1. The simulated results of the design algorithm 

SOON is -.65 and -.9 so that the chosen switching coefficients are K=[.32 5 

.45 10]. 
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time 
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Z2 

0 5 

time 

0 5 

time 

Figure 5.4 The simulated results of feedback linearization control 

based on the sliding observer with uncertain parameter 

5.4.2 Adaptive Control 
I 

' 

' 
The Adaptive implementation of the inverse dynamics control law 

I 
I 

[Astrom, 198~; Slotine, 1991] is obtained by replacing D, C, and g by their 
' estimates, i.e\., 
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't = D(q) ( <t -Kv q -Kp q) + C(q, tj) q + g(q) 

D, C, g have the same function form as D, C, g with estimated parameter 

~ A ~ 

D q + C q + g = Y(q, q, q) 0 

substitute (5.19) into (5.3), we got 

D q + C q + g = D ( ct -Kv q -:Kp q ) + C q + g 

Rearrange the terms as: 

D q -D qd + D ( Kv q + :Kp q ) = ( a -C ) q + g - g 

( D q -D qd ) - ( D q -D q ) + D (Kv q + KP q ) = ( C -C ) q + ( g -g ) 

Let c:· ) := ( ~ ) - ( . ) 

(5.20) 

D ( q + Kv q + :Kp q) = D q + C q + g = Y( q, q, q) 0 (5.21) 

.. . "-1 - -
q + Kv q + :Kp q = D Y 0 := <I> 0 (5.22) 

Rewrite (5.22) in state space form: 

z=Az+ B<l>0 

A; Hurwitz matrix: 

"-1 
q ; measurable, D ; bounded. 

The Update Law 

~ = - r-1 <I>T BT P z 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 
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where r = rT ~ 0 and P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution to 

the Lyapunov equation: 

(5.26) 

for a given symmetric, positive definite Q. Under these conditions then, 

the solution x of (5.23) satisfies: 

z:.::>OasT:.::>oo 

with all signals remaining bounded. 
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Figu:rte 5.5 The simulated results of adaptive control based on 

the sliding observer with uncertain parameter 
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Proof) Choose the Lyapunov function candidate [Astrom, 1989]: 

-'I' -
V = zTP z + 0 r 0 
L -'I' T ~ 

V = - zT Q z + 2 0 [ <I> BT P z + r 0 ] 
I, 

Using (5.25) 

V = - zTQ z ~o 
I 

The initial condition of the sliding observer is z = [.0 .5 .0 .5t. The chosen 

linear correction coefficient is H=[40 400 .60 900]. The bound of disturbance 

is known as ~1 .5 and kg: 1. The simulated results of the design algorithm 

SOON is -.62 and -.9 so that the chosen switching coefficients are K=[.315 

.45 10]. 

5.4.3 Slidin~ Control 

We need to handle the model uncertainty or disturbance that leads to 

develop a sliding control and an adaptive control etc. The sliding control is 

one of the simple approaches to a robust control. It is easy to show that a 

perfect perforµiance can be achieved theoretically in the presence of arbitrary 

uncertainty and disturbances. 

Let the tracking error vector q = q -qd .. 

The slidin,g condition is: 

1 d 2 < I I ~dt 8i - -tli 8i 

where Si= <Ii J Ai qi 
i 

One may ~xtend the sliding observer in a multi-variable case. 
I 

s(=q+Aq=<i-<ir 
i 
I 
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where 4r = C!di.-A q (Qr: Reference velocity) 

The detail derivation of a sliding control law for a multi-variable case is 
I 

shown by Slo#ne (1991). 
I 

Let us define a Lyapunov function candidate as: 

V(t) = l[sTHs] 
. 2 

Differentiating 

V(t) = ST ( H ij - H cir) + ~ ST H S 

From the· system dynamics, 

H ij = 't - C q - g = 't - C ( s + 4r: ) - g 

plug in and get 

V(t) = sT ( 't.; H <ir - C Qr - g) 

The control input has the form as: 

't =; -k sgn(s) 

"' 
't is computed as: 

~=H<ir+c4r+g 

The components of the vector k will be chosen as: 

so that 
: 
I n 

"\fS-L11il8il 
I 
I i=l 

As in the !single-input case, this sliding condition makes the state reach 
I 
! 

within a finite time and remain on the surface. 
I 

The initial condition of the sliding observer is z = [.5 .5 .5 .5t. The chosen 
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linear correction coefficient is H=[40 400 60 900]. The bound of disturbance 
I 

is known as k 1 .5 and k3 : 1. The simulated results of the design algorithm 

SOON is -.62 and -.9 so that the chosen switching coefficients are K=[.315 

.45 10]. 
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Figure 5.6 The simulated results of sliding control based on 

the sliding observer with uncertain parameter 



CHAPTER VI 

STOCHASTIC SLIDING OBSERVER DESIGN 

6.1 Introduction 

Optimal estimators that minimize the estimation error in a well-defined 

statistical sense, are of particular interest. For the linear filtering problem, 

under the assumption that the process noise and the nonsingular 

measurement noise are white, the Kalman-Bucy filter [Kalman, 1961; 

Kalman, 196()] is optimal in the sense of the mean-square estimation error 

criterion. For realizing the filter, we should know the exact intensities of 

noise which compose the state .error covariance matrix, i.e. the Riccati 

equation. Practically, however, the noises are not measurable and the noise 

intensities may change according to variation of the operating condition. 

To avoid difficulty in adapting a filter in accordance with variation of 

noise characteristics, Drakunov, in 1983, suggested an Adaptive Quasi

optimal Filter [Drakunov, 1986] which is insensitive to inexact knowledge of 

the noise intensity. By using the averaging theory his paper shows that the · 

Adaptive Quasioptimal filter, which is actually a sliding observer, can be 

robust againE1t the changed measurement noise characteristics. With the 

known statistical properties of the sensor noises, Misawa applied the methods 

of statistical linearization (the describing function technique [Gelb, 1968]) in 

designing the stochastic sliding observer. 

If all the uncertainties in the input noise can be modeled as white noises, 
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then one cari use the Random Input Describing Function (RIDF) in the 

design process. Compared to the Drakunov's analysis, Misawa [Misawa, 
I 

1988] included the linear gain "H C z" in his analysis for a first order 

system. 

In this pi'eliminary study, the robustness analysis for a second order 

system was studied about the effect of changing in noise characteristics and 

parameter mismatch. The theoretical prediction of a steady state estimation 

error covariance of the sliding observer using RIDF shows good agreements 

with the simulation, as well as with the first order case of Misawa [ 1988]. 

6.2 Sliding Observer Design for Noisy Measurements 

Misawa's 
1
method [1988] for the sliding observer design procedure for 

noisy measurement is utilized. System and measurement equations are 

z=Az+w 

(6.1) 

where wand v are assumed to be stationary and independent white noise. 

The sliding observer structure: 

i' = A z + H ( y - C z ) + K 1/y) 

wherey=y-y 
I 

The estimation error dynamics for the sliding observer: 

I 

xi= ( A - H C) X - K ls(y) + w - H V 

l{(y} = [ sign(y1), sign(y2), ••• , sign(ym)] 
I 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 
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I 

! 
I 

The switcping function can be approximated by the RIDF function [Gelb, 
! 

1974]: 

(6.4) 

where N1 is the m x m matrix of RIDF of 1. and the function of statistics of 

y. By assuming y is a zero mean Gaussian Process, N1 is determined by 

covariance matrix of y. The estimation error dynamics can be rewritten 

as: 

x = ( A- H C) x - KN1 (C x + v) + w - H v 

,=A x-(H+KN1 )Cx-(H+KN1 )v +w 

Let H* = ~ + K N1 

~=A X - ( H + K Nl) ( C X + V) + w 

: = A x - H* c y- cz) + w (6.5) 

The lump~d gain matrix H* is also a function of the covariance matrix 

ofy. 

y=Cx+v 
' 
. ,..;r T' E[y(t) y (t)] =CE [ x xT] C + E [v vT] 

' 
I 

T 
=CPC +R (6.6) 

Considering the measurement noise is correlated, the gain matrix H* 
! 

should be determined by an iterative optimization method. 

The plant is assumed to be described as 

z1 =Az+w 
I 

I 
l=Cz+v 

where E llw(t) w(t+'t)r] = Q 6( 't) and w is a n-order column vector that 
I 
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includes all npnlinearities and uncertainties. Suppose that the measurement 
I 

noise is colored, i.e. it is correlated. It is assumed that the measurement 

noise can be modeled through the use of a "shaping filter": 

(6.7) 

where the niatrix E and F are chosen properly and v1 is a white noise 

process: 

The aug:rnented system including the noise model is: 

(6.8) 

where w = D 1:l· 

Using the'. lumped gain matrix in the RIDF method, the sliding observer 

can be written as: 

...:.; A" * C") z·= z + H ( y- z 

The aug~ented estimation error dynamics is: 

-H* 
E 

The covatjance matrix of estimation error: 

The cova9ance propagation equation: 

Pl T T P, = Am p + p Am + Gm <I> Gm 
I 

! 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 
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I 

where <I>= dikg( Q, R ). 
I 

Assumint that the original process is ergodic, the steady state Lyapunov 
i 

equation can he solved for a fixed matrix H*. 

Let the cost function: 
\ 
' 
J = trace ( E [ x xT] ) = trace ( M P MT) (6.13) 

where Mis the nx(n+m) matrix with nxn identity matrix and the remain is 

zero. To get the optimal gain H* that minimizes the chosen cost function, 

· the solution of Lyapunov equation should be obtained iteratively. 

I 

' 

6.3 1st Order System Example 

In this s,ection, the former example of Misawa [Misawa, 1988] is 

summarized. Let us consider the first-order system with the correlated 
I 

measurement noise that can be modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov 

Process: 
' zi= - az + w 

y=z+v 

't,V = - V + V1 

where Q d. q2 = E [ w wT] = 1.0, R = r 2 = E [ v1v?] = 0.01, a= 1, 't = 0.05 

The Kalm}ln filter is optimal in the least-square sense: 

ii= -a z + h ( y - z) 
i 

Assuming ;the measurement noise v is white, we get the constant Kalman 
I 

filter gain by ~sing a standard CACSD software. 

hi= 9.05 => KFl 

For the colored noise case, the covariance error propagation equation 

(6.12) should ~e solved to get the optimal gain H*. The first step in the 
I 
I 



design process! would be to get the statistical steady state variance of estimation 

error. For th~ 1st order system, it can be solved explicitly. 
i 

J = E [x2] = q2 [ (a+h) t + 1 ] + h2 r2 
ix 2( a+ h )[(a+ h) t + 1] 
I 

I 
To find th~ gain h that will minimizes Pi : 

a~x =0 
dh 

~ h * = ( 1 + a t ) ( t q2 - a2 r2 ± ~ a 2r4+q2r2 ) = 17 .356 
: r2 ( 2 a t + 1 ) - q2 r2 

For a firs~-order system, the sliding observer is 
l 

ii= -a z + k sign( y - z ) 
where the! linear gain term of equation ( 6.2) is already stable so that no 

more terms nted to guarantee the stability. Because the optimal gain h* is 
I 

known, we caµ proceed to compute the gain for the sliding observer. For 
i 
I 

this case, the povariance of estimation error and noise are 
! 
! 

Pi = E [x2] =0.07 
i 
I 

: 2 

P = .!._ = 0.1 
V 2t 

The covarirnce of E [y2] is 

I 
~ = E [y2] = E [( X + V }2] 

I 

= IE[ x2 ] + 2 E [ x v ] + E [ v2 ] 

= 0.07 - 0.0904 + 0.1 = 0.0796 

=0.282 

With this input statistics, the gain k for the sliding observer is 
I . 

I 
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Using RI.OF, the steady state covariance of the sliding observer for the 

1st order exab.ple is 

, ( a+ 1 ) r2 Ps0 = E [ x2 ] = cr/ + 1 - 2 . -r 2 -r 
: a+l+.12.k.. 
I 't 'V 7t <Ty 
I 

' 

The abov~ implicit equation for the output error covariance can be solved 

numerically. 

6.4 2nd Order System Example 

To extend! the first order system to the second order system, consider a 

simple second-order system, with correlated measurement noise that can 
I 

be modeled as a second-order Gauss-Markov Process: 

'I 

Zi = Zz 

zJ = - a1 z1 - ~ z2 + W 
! 
i y,= Z1 +V 

I 'tr= -V + V1 

where Q = q2 =IE [ w wT] = 1.0, R = r 2 = E [ v1v1T] = 0.01, a= 1, 't = 0.05 
I 

The Kalmrn filter is optimal in the least-square sense and has the 

form: 
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'1' "' h "' ) ~=-a z + ( y- z 

where z = [ z1l z2]T. Assuming the measurement noise v is white, we get the 

constant Kalbian filter gain by using a standard CACSD software. 
i 

i 

H = [ 2.7010 ] ~ KFl 
3.6478 

For the colored noise case, the covariance error propagation equation 

(6.12) should 1 be solved to get the optimal gain H*. The first step in the 

design process would be to get the statistical steady state variance of estimation 
i 

error. For th~ 2nd order system, it may be convenient to solve numerically. 
! 

To find the o~timal gain matrix H* that will minimize the trace of estimation 

error covariance matrix, the Lyapunov equation is solved iteratively. The 

covariance eqhation (6.12) is solved for the steady state by using MATLAB 
I 

with the matrices: 

1 [DO] [00] [QO] Y m = 0 F = ~ i and <I> = 0 R 

One can see the matrix Am is a function of h 1 and h2 that is to be solved. 

The Gain mathx H* is 

~* = [ 3.1790 J ~ KF2 
I 4.5289 

For a secohd-order system, the sliding observer is 
I 

i' F -a z + k sign( y - z ) 

where z = [ z1 ii z2F and the linear gain term of equation ( 6.2) is not need to 
I 
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guarantee th~ stability. Because the optimal gain H* is known, we proceed 

the compute ihe gain for the sliding observer. For this case, the covariance 
! 

of E [y2] is calbulated from the solution of the steady state Lyapunov equation. 
I 

With this input statistics, O'y = 0.3102, the gain K for the sliding observer is 
I 

*= [ 1.2360] => so 
, 1.7609 

6.5 Prediction and Simulation 

6.5.1 Effect of Measurement Noise 

In order tb test the performance robustness of the sliding observer, the 

effect of devia':tion of measurement noise intensity from the nominal value is 

investigated. When the noise intensities are the ones considered in the 
i 

design proces
1
s, the Kalman filter should be the optimal one for a linear 

system. In thf s case, the noise is assumed to be colored noise as the equation 

(6. 7) so that t~e Kalman filter KFl is not the optimal one and the Kalman 

filter KF2 is the optimal one at the nominal point. 

I 

(a)1&0 vs KF -Predicted: Effect of Meas. Noise 
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Figure 6.1 Ef(ect of measurement noise: SO vs. KF (for the 1st order system) 
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a) Prediction 
I 

b) Simulated results 
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I 

Figure 6.2 Effect of measurement noise: SO vs. KF (for the 2nd order system) 
I 

a) Prediction b) Simulated results 

The pred1ptions for 1st and 2nd order case are plotted in Figure 6.1 (a) 

and Figure 6:2 (a) and the Monte Carlo simulation that is the mean of the 

time average~ over 100 simulations are shown in Figure 6.1 (b) and Figure 

6.2 (b). Clearly, at the nominal point, the KF2 is the optimal one, seen both 
I 

from the predicted values and from the values of simulation. The prediction 
I 

of the SO at npminal point coincides with the KF2 for both cases. When the 

measurement! noise intensity deviates from the nominal condition, the 
! 

inherent robu~tness of the SO with respect to changes in the measurement 
I 

noise becomes[ evident for both cases. In prediction results, for all values of 
I 

measurement' noise intensities are different from the nominal value, the 
I 

sliding observer is the best one. On the contrary, the simulation shows the 
I 

1st order SO il.s best for all values, but the 2nd order SO is not best. Even 

thought the 2~d order SO is not best for all values, it apparently shows 
I 

robustness ag~inst the variation of measurement noise. 

I 

100 
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This result is due to the fact that the sign function has an inherent 
\ 

adaptive-typs, of behavior with respect to changes in the measurement noise. 

This fact can 1:be clearly observed if one recalls the definition of RIDF for the 
,, 

sign function:: 

*gn(y) = . /2 ...L \ 'V 1C cry 

' 

Since cry is directly affected by the changes in the measurement noise, 

one can see ~hat the increased noise reflects as a virtual decrease in the 

measurement:, noise intensity is reflected as virtual increase in the filter 
I 

gain. This behavior is exactly the desired from an adaptive filter in order to 
I 

maintain a good performance for a wide range of changes in the measurement 
' 

noise intensit~. 

I • 
6.5.2 Effect of Process Noise 

I 

The robuslness about the change of process noise was investigated. The 
! 

predicted resu;lts for 1st and 2nd order systems are shown in Figure 6.3 (a) 

and Figure 6.4 (a). The Monte Carlo simulation that is the averaging the 
1, 

time averages ;of 10 seconds over 100 simulations are shown in Figure 6.3 (b) 

and Figure 6.4 (b). 

In this caJe, the sliding observer is not profitable. For both prediction 
I 

and simulatioJ?-, the KFl shows good robustness for smaller intensities and 

the KF2 shows a good robustness for larger intensities; it is probably due to 
I 

the fact that f1r large process noise intensity a larger filter gain is required 

so that suitable corrections are provided to the filter. 

1, 
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(a) ~O vs KF lPredicted: Effect of Proc. Noise 
IOU I 

(b) 1&9 vs K.F.-Simulated: Effect of Proc. Noise 
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6.5.3 Effect of Parametric Mismatch 

System E~uations: 
I 

i=Az+w 
I 

I y=Cx+v 
.I 
z = A0 z + H ( y - C z) 

I . 

4A O z + H ( C ( z - z ) + V ) 
! . 

I 

The erroJ dynamics: 
i 

~ = ( A-H C) x- H V + A z + w 
! 

where A= A 1 A0
, A0 is nominal value and A is a actual value. 

The esti~ation error covariance matrix is 

I E [x xT] E [x vT] E [x z ] 
I [ ""'I' ] 
~ = E [v xT] E [v vT] E [v z1'] 

i E [z xT~ E [zvT] E [zzTl 
! 

I 

It can be ~ropagated as: 
I 

where 

•I T T 
~ = AP p + p Ap + Gp <I> Gp 

I 
I 

-H 

E 

H 

A 

0 

Ao 
] and G, = rn i] 
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The steady state error covariance Pis obtained by solving the Lyapunov 

equation with IP set to zero. For 2nd order system, the matrix APis a 5 x 5 

matrix and a lnction of H with given parameter A. The optimal solution 

of Lyapunov e~uation can be solved numerically, for example, by the steep 

decent metho ; . The remain procedure for prediction is the same as the 

prev10us case . 
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The resul~s are shown in Figure 6.5 (a) and Figure 6.6 (a) for prediction 

and in Figurb 6.5 (b) and Figure 6.6 (b) for simulation. Theoretically, the 

sliding obse~er shows good robustn0ss for larger parameter mismatch but 

the actual siinulation is not the best one. For values if actual A much 1. 
I 

smaller than [the nominal value, the KF2 is the best one and for values if 

actual A muc! larger than the nominal value, the KFl is the best one. This 
i 

can be explained as the same way as the previous analysis. For small 
I ·. 

parameter on~ wants to increase filter gain in order to have a suitable filter, 
i 

and for large parameter case vice versa. 

I 

I 

I 

i 



CHAPTER.VI I 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

' 

7 .1 Summary and Conclusion 

i 

7.1.1 Thesis Summary . 

The theJ has approached to the stability of the sliding observer based 

on the differehtial geometry of the problem. The coordinate transformation · 

enabled to a+ly the linear system theorem to the stability Theorem of the 

sliding obse1er. A semi-analytic design algorithm was suggested according 

to the stability theorem. The designed sliding observer was compared with 

other nonline~r observers for several applications. 
i 

In Chapt,r 1, the robust feature and the solution definition of switching 

system was introduced. A literature survey on robust and practical nonlinear 
I . 

observers we~e performed. 

In Chapt~r 2, fundamentals of the sliding observer was investigated 
I 
I 

and explained systematically on the robust features. The analysis includes 

the solutions and dynamics of switching system. Emphasis are on the 

derivation of the coordinate transformation. 

In Chapt r 3, a algebraic stability condition was derived by the worst 

case analysis for the 2nd order switching system. It is shown that the 

worst directi n of general order of system can be searched by numerical 

search metho . For practical purposes, an approximate worst direction 

130 
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method is suggested. The worst case analysis is generalized for the stability 

analysis oft+ sliding observer by introducing the Lyapunov-like function. 

The general ~hearing effect is explained by the contour of Lyapunov-like 
I . 

function. 1 

i 
In Chapt~r 4, a design algorithm· ,;Sliding Observer design by wOrst 

i 

reaching dynkmics for Nonlinear/uncertain system" (SOON) was proposed 

based on the btability theorems. The sliding observer was designed for 4 
i 

practical appl~cations and compared with other current nonlinear observers. 

The advantaJes and superior performance of the new design methodology 
I 

was demonsttated via a simulation. Besides utilizing the linear system 

theory via thf coordinate transformation, the new design algorithm also 

guarantees stability with known bound of uncertainty and the initial states. 

In Chaptir 5, the sliding observer for multiple measurement, as a 

practical ex4ple, has been designed and combined with a controller for a 

two-link robotl system. The cases with and without parameter uncertainty 

were implem+ted and simulated in the digital computer. In this case the 

sliding obser~er and controller were designed independently without 

examining th! separation principle. . . 

In Chapte~ 6, the performance robustness of the sliding observer, with 

noises and pa1
1

rameter uncertainty, was analyzed by theoretical prediction 

and numerical simulation as a extension of Misawa's method. To quasi

linearize the l~rror dynamics, a Random Input Describing Function was 

used as a staf istical linearization method. The measurement noise was 

assumed colored and the process noise was assumed as white gaussian 

noise. As thel results, the sliding observer was designed and analyzed for 

the 1st and 2nk order Gauss-Markov process. 
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i 

I 
7.1.2 Conclusion 

I 

Most npnlinear observer methods have their own positive aspects, 

either as ext~nsions of linear techniques or as novel nonlinear techniques, 
' 

a dual technique of the variable structure control, for instance. A common 
I 

drawback to the previous nonlinear observer is that the exact nonlinearities 

of the system inust be modeled, either directly or indirectly, into the dynamics 
I 
i 

of the observe~. On the contrary, the sliding observer requires only bounds 
i 
' 

of uncertainties and nonlinearities of the system in the phase variable 

canonical forrb.. Furthermore, it guarantees stability with the bounded 
I 

initial conditiqn, and it can be easily implemented using a microprocessor. 

The recJnt adaptive robust observer of Walcott et al. requires necessarily 
I 

the matching fondition which is difficult to be satisfied practically. On the 

contrary, the sliding observer can be designed without satisfying the matching 
I 

condition. Th, same matching condition was derived by an entirely different 

way, i.e., the Alimov's transformation (see Appendix B.4 [Alimov, 1960]). 

One should notice that the design method by passivity theorem (see Appendix 
I 

B.3 [Misawa, lf)88]) also arrived at the same condition. On the contrary, the 

new stability ianalysis adopted the linear system theory (i.e., reaching 
I 

dynamics) so that the conservativeness of the matching condition or strictly 
I 

negative defi~ite of Lyapunov theorem can be replaced by the strictly 

decreasing Ly.punov-like function sequence of the passing points. Even 

though a syste[m has multiple measurements and its states are coupled in 

the canonical ~orm, the sliding observer can be designed. In this case, the 

sliding observe!r error dynamics are decoupled for each measurement. 

A new d~sign algorithm "SOON" is proposed according to the stability 

theorems. Usublly by following the design procedure SOON, one can design 

I 

i 

I 
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the sliding o+erver converge directly to the sliding patch. If the observer 

requirement ~s not satisfied by the above design procedure SOON, then it 

can be impro'fed by allowing the solution point pass through the hyperplane 
I 

in the worst ~ase. 

In the numerical examples, it was shown that the new sliding observer 

effectively adhpted to the bounded parameter uncertainty, such as the dry 

friction and ilaccuracies of the system model. 

7.2 Future Research 

7.2.1 Design Algorithm by Lyapunov-like Stability 

I 

If the obJerver requirement is not satisfied by the direct converging 
i 

design procedµ.res (SOON) then it can be improved by allowing the solution 

point pass thilough the hyperplane in the worst case. According to Theorem 

3.3, if the fi~al Lyapunov-like function v:*(o(,:i+i)) is strictly less than the 

precedent finJl Lyapunov-like function v:(o(,:J), then the sliding observer is 

stable. The eduation (3.67) is 

! f · f 2 

Is*( o( ,:i+1)) - Vs( o( 1:J) < - PI lcrs('cj) 11 (7.1) 

where the su~scripts sand s* have different signs: sign(s) '# sign(s*). 

If there is no passing at the hyperplane by the direct converge design 

procedure thel we do not need to consider the passing jump. On the contrary, 

if the solution point passes through the sliding patch then not only should 
i 

the equation (~.67) be satisfied but also the passing jump of the worst trajectory 

should be negktive in the design procedure based on Theorem 3.3. 

In Figure 17 .1, even though the passing jump J 1 was already considered 

in the equati+ (3.67), the next passing jump J2 should be negative because 

! 
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the positive jump by the worst passing point can make the error dynamics 

unstable. 

vs" 

7.1 Lyapunov-like function and the passing jump 

The differ nee of Lyapunov-like function between the passing points is 

D"Ct)<x >k) = ~Ci:j) - VCi:) 
I 2 1 

I =-4:K;'P x O 

I =-4[0k, ... J<._,]P[~ 

In Figure 7 .1, even though the passing jump J 1 was already considered 

in the equatijn (3.67), the next passing jump J2 should be negative because 

the positive jump by the worst passing point can make the error dynamics 

unstable. 

If the sign of the passing state is unity then the passing jump is always 

negative as s~own in Appendix A. However, the sign equalization property 

is hard to prot analytically as is shown in Appendix C. Hence it is reasonable 

to search the iWOrst case numerically. 
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i 

Figure f ·2 Conception of velocity field and Lyapunov-like function 

7.2.2 Worst-case Lyapunov-like Function Search 

Consider Le 2nd order reaching dynamics as shown in Figure 7.2. For 

a finite time ~t, the difference dxi, dx2 of a moving point P 1 is determined by 

the position t, x2 and the disturbance input ud. By adding the scaled 

differences ofi dx1 and dx2 to the point Pi, the fictitious next point P2* was 

defined by eq!ation (3.22). The numerical search algorithm is the same as 

the former one except the cost function. In this search, the Lyapunov-like 
i 

function is thr cost function instead of the distance in order to apply the 

stability Theqrem 3.3. Since the switching constant k's determines (see 

equation 2.54~ the accuracy of the observer error, the smaller constant k's 

increase the lccuracy. With these new constants k's, the passing jump's 
I 
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I 

will be compJted. In the first design procedure, one might tune the design 

constants K Jnd H already. However, since the available linear correction 

constant H is jpractically limited by noise, the available accuracy by the first 
I 

design metho'11 is also limited. With this proper constant H, one can increase 

the accuracy ]by allowing the solution point pass through the hyperplane. 
i 

The suggested! design procedure based on the Lyapunov-like stability Theorem 
I 
I 

is as follows: : 

7.2.3 Desig:n :[i>rocedure Based on the Lyapunov-like Stability Theorem 
I 
I 

1. Data: ! 

• The inaximum bound of the disturbance w 

• The lorst bound of the initial states 
I 

i 

• The linear correction constant H 

2. Choose [the switching constant K according to the desired 
I 
I 

observet accuracy. 

• For, n_th order case, the suggested coefficient K is 

YiP22 _ kl VP33 _ ~ VP n-1 _ kn "I '3 k.; y p 44 k,.' • • ., VP O k,,_, 

! 

i 

• Cheer sliding dynamics eigenvalues equation (2.24) 

• Check steady state error equation (2.54) in the sliding region 

3. SimulaJe SIMNON program Reaching 
I 

• SearJhing the worst Lyapunov-like function 

4. Tuning lthe design constants K 

• If equation ( 4. 7) is satisfied and the jump is negative 

tten one can increase accuracy by choosing smaller K 



I 

• If e+ation ( 4. 7) is not satisfied or the jump is positive 

tp.en one should decrease accuracy by choosing larger K 

7.2.4 Design l1gorithm for Noisy Measurement 

i 
I 
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The performance robustness of the sliding observer, with noises and 
I 
I 

parameter unicertainty, was analyzed by the theoretical prediction and the 
I 

numerical simulation in Chapter 6. In order to quasi-linearize the error 

dynamics, a Random Input Describing Function was used as a statistical 

linearization I method. However, the noise characteristics may change 

according to the variation of the operating condition. In this case, it is 

necessary to Jdjust the filter according to the varying noise characteristics: 

the solution o~ this problem is usually sought in a class of adaptive systems 

in which the n.oise intensities are estimated in one way or another. However, 

such adaptive!! systems may be complicated and require more computational 

power. Furt~ermore, in a situation in which over long time intervals, the 

system do no, need any adjustment, and the adaptive part of the filter will 

be idle. • 

For the p~actical purpose, it is interesting to design a filter which would 
i 

obtain a suboptimal estimation error, but it is insensitive to inexact noise 
\ 

intensity. 

7.2.5 Using Nbnlinear Terms in the Observer 

As shownl in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the nonlinear model sliding 

observer imp1oves the accuracy of estimation. Therefore, as far as the 

computationalj power is allowed, it is preferred to include the proper nonlinear 
! 

terms in the ibserver structure. But, if the state estimation error is large, 
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for example, he initial condition is mismatched, the nonlinear term possibly 

induces a neg tive effect [Misawa, 1988]. 

It is diffilult to set up a general rule in using the nonlinear terms. 

Hence, for tJe practical purpose, it can be studied as case studies, the 

estimators fo~ the robot systems in the chapter 5, for instance. 

A comparltive study between nonlinear models and simple linear models 
I 

is needed: I 

• Convbrgence speed and computational load 
I 

• Devefop a computational index to compare computational 

Jurdens of different nonlinear observers. 

This stud should be useful as a design criteria. 
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APPENDIX A 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 

A.1 Differential Equationswith Discontinuous . 
Right-Hand Sides 

The evolu ion of the theory of differential equations with discontinuous 

right-hand sides has been to a great extent motivated by its many applications. 

The popular jsage of the switching technique in automatic control systems 

leads to the n cessity of fabricating an intricate theory. The technique of the 

variable str cture system with sliding motions has been developed 

fundamentally in the literature from Russi~ [Utkin, 1984]. The basic 

properties are explored in this chapter. 

The solutions of the differential equations with discontinuous right-hand 

sides are studJed by cases. The usual definition of a solution for a continuous 
I 

differential eq~ation cannot apply directly to the discontinuous differential 

equations of hich are discontinuous on an arbitrary smooth line or on a 

surface S. 

i) For the first case, the definition of a solution for continuous differential 

equations can be applied to the case in which the solution point approach on

the surface S 1nd leave on the other side of the surface S. Here the solution 

passes throu h S and satisfies the equation everywhere except at the 
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intersection p int at which the solution does not have a derivative. 

ii) In the other case, a solution point approaches on both sides of a line 

or a hyperpl ne S, the usual definition is unsuitable because there is no 

clue of how a solution point that has reached on the hyperplane S may be 

continued. The solution of velocity field along a surface of discontinuous, 

i.e. the hyperilane (in this study x 1=0), can be determined by the Filippov' 

equivalent solrtion. . 

Consider the case in which the function f(x) is discontinuous on a smooth 

surface S thaJ is given by the equation y = C x = 0. The surface S separates 

its neighborh+d in the state space into domains Q_ and n .. As the trajectory 

s approaches the point x e S from the domains Q_ and Q+ at a given time t. 

let the functioh f(t,s) have the limiting values: 

Hm f(t,s) = f(t,x), lim f(t,s) = f(t,x) (A.1) 
!;~s- !;es+ 

!;1S(x) l;->S(x) 

Lemma 1.11.[Filippov, 1964] Let the regions n+ and n_ in the space x1, •• 

. , x0 be separJted by a smooth surface S. Suppose that the vector function 
I . 

f(t,x) is bounded and, for any time t, its limiting values f(t,x) and f'"(t,x) 

exist when thl solution point is approaches from S_ and S+. Let~ and £;. be 

the projectiond of the vectors f and r- on the normal to the surface S directed 

from S_ and SI. Let the vector function x(t) be absolutely continuous. For 

t 1 ::; t::; t.i, let assume x(t) e S, f/t,x) ~ 0 , t(t,x)::; 0 , ~(t,x) - £;.(t,x) > 0 . In 

order for x(t) t be a solution of (A.1), it is necessary and sufficient that for 

almost all t e t 1, ~] 

where, a= N 

~ t 

f° = a f" + (1-a) f (A.2) 

(A.3) 
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Proof) S e Filippov pp.206. 

Remark) If f and f+ are continuous with respect to ( t,x), xe S , then 

equation (A.21
1

) holds for all te (ti, t..i). It is easy to see that the value of i: for a 

solution is lying on the hyperplane. 

FollowinJ Figure A.1 are examples of hyperplane H = x1 =0. 

f* f '7. 
S X . 

;~x 
s rl:7 

I Xi 

]////s ,,,,s 
Ff gure A.1 The velocity field near the hyperplane 

For t 1 < t <1 t..i, draw a line joining the endpoints of the vectors f(t,x) and 

f'(t,x) that s4 from the point x. If this line does not intersect the hyperplane 

S as shown Figure A. la, the solution is determined by the first case. In this 

case, the solut · ons pass from one side to the other of the hyperplane. 

If this lin intersects the hyperplane S (Figure A.lb), the intersection 

point is the endpoint of the vector f'°(t,x) which determines the velocity of 

motion X = f"(Lx) along the surface S. This is the Fi!ippov's equivalent 

solution [Filip ov, 1964] of the differential equation with discontinuous right

hand sides: 
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~ = f°(t,x) 

I 

(A.4) 

I 

The velocity function of this case is: 
i 
I 

f°(t,x) -:t: f(t,x), f°(t,x) -:t: f"(t,x) (A.5) 

1. 

i 

This movkment of the solution point is called a "sliding motion". 
I . 

A.2 Differential ofSignum Function 

I 

We want Ito apply chain rule to differentiate a signum function about 
I 

time which is discontinuous at zero. The Fourier series expansion for a 
I 

square wave i~ obtained as followings: 
I 
I 

sqw(x) = 4 sinlnx} + _A._ sin(3nx} + ... + 4 sin{(2m-l)7tx) + ... 
A\ P 3n P (2m-1)7t P (A.6) 

2 \ Fourier Series of Square Wave with Boundarv=O. l; n=3 

l ~ ~- . -~ ~ ~- . / ,.....,.. ..__,. \I . I =c.;= -c> ~- • I ; : : : : : : 

0 ····11······:--········~~---~·-:··~····j··········:······· p \\····~··:--~- 21jl 
: : ~"-:' "" : : :~ ':" "7 

I : : : : : : : -2 . . . . . . . 
-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

X 

2 : : : Signum function: : : I 
I : : : : : : : 

0 .... j. -... ;. ......... j- ......... i· .......... : .......... + ....... -.. :- ........ --:- -........ . 
I : : : : : : 

I : : : -2'----+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

X 

Figure A.2\Fourier series expansion of square wave and signum function 

I 
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The sign m function can be recomposed by using sqw(x) and sgn(x). 

l n(x) = { sqw(x) ( -E < x < e ) (A. 7) 
g sgn(x) ( x < -E >, x > e) 

3 { sgn(x1) ~ 

= td [ A. { sln(7tx) + 1 si .... /31tx) + ... + 1 sin((2m-1)7tx) + ... } l 
dt 1t I P 3 .. , P {2m-1) P 

= 4 [_d_{ s~n(7tx)} + l_d_{ si .... (31tx) } + ... + 1 _d_{ sin({2m-1)7tx} + ... }] 
1t dt I P . 3 dt .. , P (2m-1) dt P 

=A. [__g__{ sin/1t*-)}$+ l__d__{ si .... (31tx)} dx + ... + 1 d { sij(2m-1)7tx) dx + ... }] 
7t dx '"1 P dt 3 dx J.\ P dt {2m-1) dx 11\ P dt 

= 4 [1e {cos (1tx } dx I l 31t {cos (31tx)} dx + ... + . 1 {2m-1)7t{cos((2m-1)7tx} dx } + .. 
1t P P dt 3 P P dt (2m-1) P P dt 

=:; [(cos (ll/)) 1! + (cos (3f-) ) : + ... + (co~(2m~1)7tx) 1! J + ... ] 

= t [(cos f ;) ) 1! + (cos (3f) ) ~: + ... + (co~(2n-:)1tx) i: J + ... ] 

= t [ cos ("") + cos (3~x) + ... + co~(2m;)7tx J + ... J i~ 

De(ferencial of the Fourier Series of Square Wave (p=0.2; n=lOO) 
. . . . 

100 ····················:····--···············: .................... ; ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
>. 50 ····· ··············:····················: ···················:···················· . . . 

-0.1 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

-0.05 0 

X 

0.05 0.1 

Figure 3 Differential of the Fourier Series of Square Wave 
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For finite p, 4/p is also finite. Hence, we need to evaluate the rest term. 

Let y = [ cos (1t;) + cos (3~x} + ... + cos {(2m~l}n:x) + ... ] (A.8) 

If x equajs zero, then y will be infinite as n goes infinite. If x does not 

equal zero, tHen y will converge zero as n goes infinite. We can define 8(x) 

as following: 

6(x) = { oo , ( X = Q ) 

O,(x;tO) 

Let us co sider a following function: 

1 (-e<X<e) 
e 

/x) = - ; ( - p < x < - p + e , p - e < x < p ) 

0 elsewhere 

00 

x) = ao + L ( an cos(n1tx) + bn sin(n1tx)) 
I 2 =1 p p 

where a = 0 a = .2.le 1 CO"(nnx) dt + 21v -1 cos(n1tx) dt 
0 ' 0 p e \P Pe P 

0 p-e 

i) n = 2m 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

~m = 0 (A.13) 

rm-I p (2m-1)1te (A.14) 

It is well rown that / delta function is mathematically defined as a 

limit of the abrve function. Take the limit and we get the coefficient: 

1 m a = 4 (A.15) £Hoo 2m-1 p 

We can se I this coefficient is exactly same as the former one. 



A.3 Differential of Saturation Function 

The diffe1ntial of saturation function is: 

. /lx (-e<x <e)) . e i, i 

rsat(x,)l = \ o , ( lx,I >el 

Definition A. 1 

{
l , for - e < x < e 

6 X - e · i ) - 0 , for lxl > e 

By using definition A.1, the derivative of sat(x1) is: 

-¥:{dk sat(x1)) = 6,(x1) :t, 
t . 

sat(x) 

X 

Figure A.4 A saturation function 

A.4 Bilinear Form Matrix Function 

Definition A.2 

n 
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(A.16) 

(A.17) 

I 

(A.18) 

trix P whose diagonal elements IRJ > L IPJ, v'i, 1s said 
J~i 

diagonally do inant (row dominance) [Strang, 1976]. 

A nxn mltrix P whose diagonal elements lpJ >}:, IPJ, Vi, 1s said r J*l 
diagonally dominant (column dominance). I 
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For any ymmetric matrix P, the product Q(x)=xt Px is a quadratic 

form. 

Theorem A.1 

A necessary and sufficient condition that the real quadratic form Q(x)=xt 

Px be positivef definite is that every principal minor ofP be positive. I 

Closely associated with quadratic form is what is known as bilinear 

form. 

Definition A, 3 

If P is a ymmetric matrix, the expression B(x,y) = xtPy is said as a 

I 

Consider simple conjecture that every element of x,y and every principal 

minor of P ofrl bilinear form B(x,y) is positive. However, following example 

shows this co I jecture is not true. 

J(x,y) = XTPy = [1 5] [ 9 -5.J [1] = -6 
-5 3 1 

Let us co sider a special form J = K1'P x = D x where D = K1'P. If every 

element D and x is positive then J is positive .. For the sliding observer, 

matrix Pis o tained form Lyapunov equation with the Hurwitz matrix~ 

and the positite coefficient K is another design coefficient. For designing a 

sliding obse1er we can easily check the matrix D. However, a diagonal 

dominant matrix P and positive coefficient K will make a positive matrix D. 



APPENDIX B 

STABILITY THEOREMS 

B.1 Linear Stability Theorem 

Time-invariant case 

varying dyna ical equations, they can hardly be used, because all the 

conditions are stated in terms of state transition matrices, which are very 

difficult, if nof impossible, to obtain. In the stability study of linear time

invariant dynamical equations, the knowledge of the state transition matrix 

is, however, nlbt needed. The stability can be determined directly form the 

system matr x A. Consider the n-dimensional linear time-invariant 

dynamical eq , ation 

x =Ax+Bu 

y=Cx 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

where A, B, Care nxn, nxp, qxn real constant matrices, respectively. As in 

the time-vary"ng case, first, we study the zero-state response and the zero

input respons • and then the total response. The zero-state response of the 

system is chaJacterized by 

tl(s) = C (s I-Ar1B (B.3) 

From theo~em , the forced response of system is BIBO stable if and only 

if all the poles f G(s) have negative real parts. 

159 
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A linear ynamical equation is said to be totally stable if and only if for 

any initial st te and for any bounded input, the output as will as all the 

state variable are bounded [Chen, 1970]. I 

Theorem B.1 

The force response (zero state) ofx =Ax is asymptotically stable if and 

only if all the eigenvalues of A have negative real parts. O 

Proofl L I P be the nonsingular matrix such that A=P AP-' and A is in 

the Jordan form. For the zero state response, in order to be asymtotically 

stable, in addi~on to the bound o_'.'11 e" 11, it is required that II e" 11 tends ~ zero 

as t-----.oo. or eqJivalently, that 11 eAt 11 ~ 0 as t -----.oo. Since every entry of eAt is of 

the form tke8:itwjt, we conclude that 11 e'lt 11 ~ 0 as t--+oo if and only if all the 

-eigenvalues o, A. Consequently the eigenvalues of A have negative real 

parts. 

If a linea 
I 
time-invariant system is asymtotically stable, its zero-input 

response wiJ approach zero exponentially; thus it is also said to be 

exponentially stable. It is clear that total stability implies BIBO stability. 

However, BI O stability may not imply total stability. If a linear time

invariant dy amical equation is controllable and observable, then the 

characteristic polynomial of A is equal to the characteristic polynomial of 

G(s). Conseq ently, we have the following theorem [Chen, 1970]. 

If a line+ time-invariant dynamical equation is controllable and 

observable, thin the following statements are equivalent: 

1. The dyramical equa~ion is totally stable. 

2. The forced response 1s BIBO stable. 

3. The forled response is asymtotically stable. 
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4. All the poles of the transfer function matrix have negative real parts. 

5. All the eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real parts . 

. 2 Dynamics of Saturation Nonlinear Observer 

Rewrite tje suggested sliding observer (2.6) with the saturation functions 

instead of thl signum functions. Consider a 3-dimensional system: 

x1 = x2 - h1 x1 - k1 sat(x1) 

I x2 = x3 - h2 x1 - ~ sat(x1) (B.4) 
x3 = - h3 x1 - k3 sat(x1) + w 

If the swi ching term 1. is a saturation function, the equivalent gain is 

i = l X + B u + Hy'+ K 1,(y} . (B.5) 

where 

IYI ::;E, i 

I I >E, i 

IYI >E 

= Ai+Bu+(H+K )y 
. E 

(B.6) 

= Ai+Bu+(H+l~I )y 

The robust property of the saturation function needs to be studied to 

design a quaJi-optimal filter. The equivalent gain h* is plotted as: 

k/E 

- ... --------
y 

Figure B.1 The equivalent gain profile 
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The deriv • tive of sat(x1) is expressed by using definition A.17: 

-i(sat{x1)) = BeCx1) x1 <llt . 

Differentitte the first equation and plug in the second equation: 

(B.7) 

11 = - h1 x1 - ~ x1 "" k1 BeCx1) x1 - ~ sat(x1) + x3 (B.8) 

Differenti. te again and plug in the third equation: 

Combine lhe same order terms and rewrite the equation then we have 

the dynamics f the sliding observer with saturation functions: 

For convenience, we can rewrite (B.10) for the outside and for the inside 

of the bounda]i layer. For the outside of the boundary layer: 

113> = - h1 x1 - ~ x1 - h3 x1 - ka sgn(x1) + w (B.11) 

Within the boundary layer: 

(B.12) 

Outside the boundary layer, the sliding observer with saturation functions 

behaves exact~y the same as the signum function observer. Within the 

boundary layeL the sliding observer with saturation functions behaves like 

a high gain sy tem. 
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B.3 liding Observer using the Absolute Stability Theorem 

In this s1ction, the sliding observer by Misawa [1988] is summarized. 

Let us consid~r the robust nonlinear observer in the presence of only output 

measuremenJ, rather than full state feedback. Since, the measured output 

provides on!~ partial information about the system state, the additional 

observer struhure must be used. Misawa [1988] proved the stability of the 

sliding obse~er by using the Passivity theorem [Astrom, 1989] that 

guarantees the L2-stability of the estimation error. In order to maintain 

generality, wl need to consider the following conditions: 

I ~ . * 
• Define the term.s 1. such that y 18 > 0, and ~ > 0 (B.13) 

With thes conditions, one can combine the disturbance and "switching" 

term ~(y}, re ulting in the estimation error· dynamics described by: 

x = ( A- H C) x -K* cx(y)y (B.14) 

This equa ion is described in the block diagram as Figure B.2. One can 

readily see th t the equation (B.5) is now given in the exact form required by 

the Passivity , heorem. 

e1 -1 ~ 
01 ~ C ( sl - A + HC) K 1-... - ..... +---•-

Y2 e2 =y ,, u2 =Ccl>(t,1')x(O) ....._-----l[ H 2 ,.. O•..i....----
+ 

Figure B.2 Estimation error dynamics 
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The operarrs H, and ,H,, and the input u, are defined as follows: 

H1 e1 := C 1 <ll(t,1t) K{1t) e1{1t) d1t (B.15) 

f 2 e2 = H2 y :.= a(y)y (B.16) 

u := G<ll(t,1t)x(O) (B.17) 

where <ll(t) = ,,A-Hc>t is the state transition matrix. 

In this scheme, e1 and e2 are defined as: e1 = u1 - H2 e2 and e2 = u2 + H1e1. 

In order t ! introduce the main result, it is necessary to define the sets !l{ 

and He: 

= { x(t) I I lxl 12 = 1~ x(tf x(t) dt < 00 } (B.18) 

• = { x(t) I I lxl ~ = 1T x(t)T x(t) dt < 00 } VT ~o (B.19) 

The main estimation convergence (stability) results can now be stated 

as a theorem. 

Theorem B.2 

• ( A - H ~) is made stable; 

• The gai1
1

n matrices H and K, and the function 1. are chosen such that 

there are con tants ai and ~i' (i=l,2,3), so that: 

l z(t)T ( H, z ) dt =: ( z IH, z ). ;;, a., 11 z 11i + I\ 

T 

( H2 z )T z(t) dt =: ( H2 z I z )T ~ CX3 11 H2 z I I~ + ~3 
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ti z e g.£,, T e [ 0, oo ); 

Then: e1, 2 = y, H1 e1, H2 e2 e :J-f, and y = Gx => 0 as t => oo. 

0 
The main result stated in this section gives a fairly general result for 

the problem ar hand. 

First Desi~n irocedure 

I 

The first design procedure shows the observed states to be asymptotically 

convergent if re transfer function matrix 

H1(s) = C ( sl - A+ H C )"1 D (B.20) 

can be m de strictly positive real. 

1) Let the function ls(.) be 

lg(y)T = [ sign(y1), sign(y2), ... ,sign(ym)] 

where sign(yiJ) = y / I Yi I 

2) Choos1 the gain matrices H and P so that the following conditions are 

satisfied: 

l(A-HC)+(A-HClP = -Q . 

KTP = C 

J = Dp (B.21) 

for som symmetric positive definite matrices P and Q. 

not met one can iterate by changing the matrices D and P, or iterate using 

the multipliei theory [Desoer, 1975] trying to meet the conditions given in 

this design p , ocedure. If these changes do not work, then one can try the 
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method described in Second Design Procedure. 

The secon~ conditions is usually hard to verify and can be too restrictive 

for particularl problems. When it works, this design procedure guarantees 
i 

~ I ""' 

that y => O· anl x => 0 as t => oo • 

For syste:i;ns with a single measurement, the definition of strictly positive 
I 

real linear s~stems [Desoer, 1975] give an easier way to check whether the 
I 

operator H 1 islstrictly positive real. In this case, by placing the eigenvalues 

of A - H C in , he open left half plane, the operator H1 is strictly positive real 
i 

if and only if the following transfer function 
I 

B1(s) = C ( sl - A+ H C r1 K 
I 
' 

(B.22) 

evaluate ~t all s=jw is completely contained in the open right half plane: 
i 
I 

Re [ G(jco) ] > 0 for all co e R (B.23) 

If this apbroach does not work, one still has the option to design the 
! 
I 

observer using a following alternative method. 

Second Desil Procedure 
I 

The previLs design procedure was restricted by the Positive Real Lemma, 

which resultJd from the strict passivity condition imposed by the use of 

pure switchijg (signum function) for the function 4 (y)· This suggests that 

by using the laturation function for 4 (y), a less restrictive condition may be 

found. This J the case, and the design procedure uses the circle criterion 
I 

[Landau, 1979] for the single measurement case, and the extension of circle 

criterion to tJe multivariable case [Luenberger, 1966]. 

In this cake the design process has two parts. The first part guarantees 

that the out~ut estimation error Y = y - C ii remains inside the boundary 

layer once it gets into it and the second part guarantees that the boundary 
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layer is attra~tive. 

1~ Let ~ y) ~e the vector function whose components are saturation 

functions de ,ned 1n the usual way: 

and 

= f y/~ if[j1~e, 

\ yJe, if[j1<e, 

gain matrix K as: 

=Dp 

(B.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

3) Choose the width of boundary layer for Yi. called ~ , and which coincides 

with the saturation limit~. in the sat-function defined by (B.25); define the 

matrix 

(B.28) 

The choice of e, is arbitrary, to some extent, but one might want to have 

it as small as bossible as long as the particular choice does not conflict with 

the next steps 

4) Design for boundedness inside the boundary layer. Choose the gain 

matrices H an p such that for all t e R+ and for all ro e R: 

Jax [ crmax( C ( jrol - A + (H + KL\·1 ) C)"1 D ] + (B.29) 

+ crmax ( C e< A- (H+K /l "1 ) Ct) max(xo) ::;; mJ n (t\) 

In practi this test has to be verified in th~ time interval of interest, 

typically durinr the initial transient. This method may be very conservative, 

as the usual s ngular analysis is. 

5) Check hether the state estimation error bounds are within desirable 
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limits: 

x(t) I :s; max [crmax< ( jrol - A+ (H + KA- 1 ) C)- 1 D] (B.30) 
0<CO<+oo 

Clearly, ii the transfer function matrix 

()}(s) = C ( s I - A+ (H + KA- 1 ) C)- 1 D (B.31) 

has fini1 transmission zeros then the desired convergence time and 

the desired accuracy can be difficult to achieve. In particular, if the zeros 

turn out to bJ in the closed right half plane, then the problem may become 

particularly di'fficult, even impossible in some cases. 

6) Check for stability outside the boundary layer (single measurement 

systems). The error dynamics can be written as: 

y=Ci 

x = (A - H C) x -Kc/> y 
(B.32) 

It is necessary to verify that (A.8) is stable for c/> such that c/> is constrained 

in the sector: 

(B.33) 

For instan e, if the circle criterion is used, then it is sufficient to show 

that the Nyqui t Plot of the transfer function 

H (s) = C ( sl - A + H C r1 K 
(B.34) 

is to the right of the vertical line that intersects the real axis at - ~ 

7) Check +r stability outside the boundary layer (systems with multiple 

measurements). The matrices Hand K must be such that: 
I 

• ( A - H C - K M C ) has eigenvalues in the open left half plane ; the 

matrix M is a tagonal matrix whose entries are mu = 21 ( 1 + ..1. ) 
ei Pi 
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• The following condition is verified for all values of ro e $. 

H1-• exists: l 
min ( [ M + H~\jro)] M 1 ) ~ 1 

at which 

(B.35) 

where H1(s) == C ( sl - A+ H C >-1 K 

8) If this ist condition is satisfied, then the design is complete. Otherwise, 

one has to itJrate changing the width of boundary layers and the choice of 

matrices D, p and H. 

B.4 Alimov's Transformation 

The slidin observer error dynamics without disturbance is: 

x=~x-Kl/y) (B.36) 

where K is a j xl column matrix whose elements are positive and l 8(s) is a 

signum function. 

With a n~nsingular Hurwitz system matrix Am, we are investing the 

effect of a disrlontinuous switching surface. 

SI t) = y = C x(t) 

We denote y x,...(x0,t) and x_(x0 ,t) the trajectories of the systems 

· = f+(x) = Ax - K, t = ((x) = A x + K 

(B.38) 

(B.39) 

passing fo!t=O through the initial point x0 of the space x. 

For the st dying of the system, it is convenient to rewrite (B.39) in a new 

coordinate [Ali ov, 1960] x+ = x - A 1 K, x_ = x + A-1 K: 

{ J. =Ax., 
.1 A x_ = x_, (B.40) 
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We denot by i:t(x) and s_(x) the derivatives with respect to time of the 

function s(x) t C x(t) according to the system. 

,/x) = CA x - C K ls(s) 

,_(x) =CA x +CK 18(S) (B.41) 
I 

Switching plane= Sliding zone+ Passing zone 

1) In the space s(x) > 0, we assume that x(x0 ,t) = x)x0,t), (for s(x) < 0, 

x(x0 ,t) = x_(x0 , )). 

2) At an point crt of the set s(x)=O, s+(x) s_(x) > 0 which represents two 

half-planes (C K)"1 CA x < -1, C x = 0 and (C K)"1 CA x > +1, C x = 0, the 

trajectories J/crt, t), x.Ccrv t) go through the surface s(x) = 0 in the same 

direction. wJ determine x(crt,t) by connecting continuously at crt those half

trajectories /crt, t) and x_Ccrv t) which lie close to crt in the regions s(x)>O 

and s(x)<O, re pectively. 

3) At any iPOint 0'8 of the set s(x)=O, s+(x) s_(x) < 0 ,the trajectories x/crs, t) 

and x_(crs, t) ko through the surface s(x)=O in the opposite direction. The 

hyperplane is]: 

d x = 0 and -1 < ( C K)"1 C A x < + 1 (B.42) 

Example B.2 

The repre. entative point of the system moves according to the equations 

=AX - K 18(0) =AX - K ~(t) 

where C(t) is lhosen so that the derivative with respect to time S.(x) 

(B.43) 

of the 

function s(x) is obtained as in the above equation. It satisfies the equality 
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• 0(x) = CA x(t) + C K '(t) = 0 (B.44) 

Combine .42) and (B.43), we obtain 

l(x) = C x = 0, 

j = fo(x) =RX, R = A - (C Kt1K C A (B.45) 

For the trajectories of the sliding dynamics, we will use the notation 

By using 1j e equation (B.44), we can extend the definition of a switching 

function. 

/-1 for S<O, 

lis) = ·1 , for s=O 

+1 for s>O 

The essen1e of Filippov's equivalent dynamics is precisely the definition 

of the discontinuous right hand ·side, including infinite valued functions, 

continuous in ~e same sense as the extended definition. The fact that the 

solution x(x",t)lcan be continued fort =>+o<>, its uniqueness, and the property 

for are obvioJs; the continuity relative to x" and t can easily be proved by 

using (B.41) ajd(B.44). The solution x(x",t) of the system (B.44), determined 

as above, is allo a generalized solution of this system in the sense of the 

definition of Fiiippov. 

We considej finally the boundary s(x)=O, S.(x) S.(x) = 0 of the zone of the 

sliding regime, represented by the two hyperlines 

C I = 0, sJx) = C Ax - C K 1/s) = O 

C x = 0, s_(x) = CA x + CK ls(s) = 0 

(B.49) 

(B.50) 
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We will fi, rm the Lyapunov function V(x) for the system with Hurwitz 

system matrit by linking on the surface s(x)=O. The Lyapunov functions: 

y+<x} = x+ P x+, x+ = x -A-1 K (B.51) 

rx) = X. PX., x. = x + a-1 K (B.52) 

For the Syjstems (P is a symmetric matrix of the nth order), respectively: 

(x) = / V/x) - V}O) for s(x);?:: 0, 

\ V.(x) - V_(O) for s(x) ~ 0 
(B.53) 

The contiluity ofV(x) is established ifV Jx) and V_(x) are chosen so that 

the equality -

}x) - V}O) = V.(x) - V_(O) for s(x) = 0 . (B.54) 

holds, since the relation . V/x) - V}O) = V.(x) - V_(O) 1s equivalent to 

x' P A·1 K = 0. The connecting equation (i.e., so-called matching condition) 

can be rewritt • n in the form 1 .l\"1 K = p c• (p=const,<O) (B.55) 

It is eviderlt from the relation 

I 

1x) = x• P x + 2p S 1,(s) (B.56) 

that follows frlm (B.53) and (B.55). If the function xT H x that is satisfying 

the condition (1.55) is positive definite, then the function V(x) will also be 

positive definite for p>O. 

For any solltion x(x",t) everywhere except possibly at points ofintersection 

of x(;:0,t) with the surface s(x)=O, the derivative V(x) with respect to time of 

the function al j ng x(x0 ,t) exists and satisfies the relations 



V(x 

where 

/ V,(x) = x~(PA+A•P)x. 

= ·1 V_(x) = x! (PA+A Tp) x_ 

V0 (x) = xT{PR+RTP)x 

for s(x) > 0, 

for s(x) < 0, 

for s(x) = 0, s+(x) s_(x) < 0 
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(B.57) 

(B.58) 

Let the Q atrix is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Then, with the 

Hurwitz syst m matrix, there exists a unique matrix P by the equation. It 

is apparent l]hat the function V/x) or V_(x) is negative definite and the 

function V(x) decreases along any trajectory x+(x/,t) or x_(x_ 0,t). Finally, we 

need to show he V(x) also decreases in sliding mode. 



APPENDIX C 

SIGN EQUALIZATION OF PASSING STATES 

C.1 Transient State of the Reaching Dynamics 

At the p~sing instance, even though the velocity field is discontinuous, 

the trajectory of the solution point in the reaching domain is continuous. 

Consequent! j the dynamical characteristic for the half domain can be 

extended to tte whole domain directly. Hence let us review the reaching 

dynamics in t e view point of a linear system theory as follows: 

(C.1) 

~ 

Zero-input response zero-state response 

A very im ortant property of any linear system is that the responses of 

the system ca~ be decomposed into two parts, as follows: 

Rlesponses due to {x(to), u(to,oo)} 

=I responses due to {x(to), O} + responses due to {O, u(t0 ,oo)} 

The respolses due to {x(t.,), 0} are called the zero-input response or a 

transient terl: they are generated exclusively by the nonzero initial state 

x(t0 ). The res. onses due to {O, u(t0 ,oo)} are called as the zero-state response 

or the forced t rm: they are excited exclusively by the input u(t°'oo). Hence, 

for linear syst ms, we can consider the zero-input response and the zero-state 
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responses m ependently. Reset the initial time zero at the passing instance 

and rewrite t e equation (2.17): 

The dist rbance input ud of the reaching dynamics is composed of the 

disturbance] and -kn sign(x1). If the disturbance input can be assumed as 

a white noisj (or normal distributed random noise with zero mean) then 

the disturba:d.ce output of a high order system is much smaller than the 

output by thejswitching term -kn sign(x1). Hence, the transient response for 

the step inpu is useful to understand the reaching dynamics. 

Transient res , ons s of 2 order s st ms 

The transf ent response of the reaching dynamics may be described in 

terms of the !ise time tr which is the time for the step response to reach 

from 10 to 90 ercent of its final value, the exact values can again be obtained 

directly from ,he simulated results. The approximate relation between the 

rise time verJus 1; is known for the 2-order system [Kuo, 1982]. For the 

range of O < C 11, the rise time approximated by the first order equatfon is 

trc:::0.8:2.51; (0</;<1) 

The rise tire app~ox:imated by the second order equation is 

t l 1 + 1.1 C + 1.4 c' 

For the Ierdam:: range ( 1 < C), the rise time is approximately 

[Friedland, 1986]: 
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Transient re ponses of higher order systems 

Some mote detail descriptions of the transient response of the 2-order 

system can b, found in the book of Clark [1962]. However, it is hard to find a 

paper which rxplicitly mentions the complex phenomena of the transient 

response for a higher order system including the zero input response. From 

the general sblution (C.2), both terms have the same transient factor e"t so 

that the trantent times of the step input response and zero input response 

should be th1 same order. With the special initial condition, the specific 

eigenmode on y will be excited. 

Example C.1 

Consider he third order sliding observer reaching error dynamics: 

where H=[.8 ·r .05]', w=O, initial states: x1:0, x2:3, x3:5, u, =- sgn(x1) 

The simul tion results are shown in the Figure C.1. As it is expected, 

the transient time of the noised disturbance input is approximately the 

same as the st p response. The transient time 4 for the zero input response 

can be defined as the time for the initial state to reach from 10 to 90 percent 

of its equilibrium state. The transient time 4 can be obtained directly from 

the simulated results Figure C.1. The transient time is approximately 10 

second for all. Figure C.1 (d) is the superposition of Figure C.1 (a) and (b). 
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a) Zero tate response (Step input) b) Zero input response 
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Conjecture C.ll 
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For the z ro input response, the last state x3 is a strictly decreasing 

function and eaches the minimum value when the state x1 is zero. If all 

the initial sta es are positive at the hyperplane (x1 =0), then all of the initial 

velocity field .f s positive except :x:0 • The conceptual diagram is shown in 

Figure C.2. n the Figure C.2, the reaching time of x 0 is less than the 

reaching time of x1• 



X1 Xn 

1st Ord r Approximate 
Zero S ate Responses 

xlss 

+ + 
Ap roximate ~ =X~max 

Zero Irt Responses 

A1proximate 
Tot 1 Responses 

Xlss 

Reaching time Xn Reaching time 

Figure C.2 The conceptual diagram of the reaching time 

Minimum Ph Transfer Function 

The trans er functions for the each state are 

X28(S) = (s + h1) xi(s) 
X38(s) = (s2 + h1s +h2) xi(s) 

\ Xn/~) ·~ (sn-1 + hlsn-2 + . • + hn-1) X1(S) 
\ uis) = (s 0 + h1sn-l + , , + hn) xi(s) 

The trans 1er functions between the state are 

X1(S) 1 
X28(S) = (S + h1) 

X28(S) _ (s + h1) 

x3/s) - (s2 + h1s +h2) 

x(n-1)/s) - (sn-2 + hl sn-3 + .. + hn-2) 
xns(s) - (sn-1 + hlsn-2 + .. + hn-1) 

xn/s) - (sn-1 + hlsn-2 + .. + hn-1) 
ud(s) - (sn + hlsn-1 + .. + hn) 
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Xnss 

dn 

Xnss 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 
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Even thoJgh the reaching dynamics cannot be settle down to its steady 

state, the ra io between the steady states are helpful to understand the 

characteristi of the reaching dynamics; Apply the final value theorem 

and we get: 

1, X1(S) - 1 1m----
s~ X2s(S) h1 

limx2s(s) = hl 
8~X (s)· h 3s 2 

For the tr nsfer function between the input and output state is 

(C.5) 

lim xi(s) = ...1- (C.6) 
s O u/s) hn 

A transfer function whose poles and zeros all lie in the left-half s-plane 

is called a mi1'mum phase transfer function. The steady state value of the 

nonminimum phase system is negative for the case of a simple transfer 

function that as a zero and a pole. If any of the coefficient hi is negative 

then some of the final value ratio of equation should be negative so that 

some the zeroJstate responses move to different sigri direction. Therefore 

the superposit on of the zero state responses and zero input responses does 

not guarantee jhe sign equalization of all states x,,, ... ,x. at the final passing 

point. 

C.2 Eigen structure 

The charac eristic equation is 

(C.7) 
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where Am= (C.8) 

The Rout -Hurwitz stability method provides an answer to the question 

of stability by considering the characteristic equation of the system. 

(11. - 11.1) (11. - 11.2) ••• (11. - 11.J 

=An -(11.1+ 2+ ... +11.J11.n-l +(A1A2+, .. +AnA1)An-2 + ... • +(-lr(A1A2 • • .11.J 
(C.9) 

By comparing the two equations, we obtain the coefficients: 

h, = (-1)1 (sum of all the eigenvalues) 

h, =(-11 (sum of the products of the eigenvalues taken 2 at a times) 

. 1. 
hn = (-1) (products of all n eigenvalues) 

For the canonical form system, the eigen structure has special form as 

follows: 

h1 1 0 ... 0 0 [ ] [ ~ h2 Q 1 . X1 X1 

X X 
, • ,2 =), .2 

: · · oi ~ ~ t·o ... oo " 
For A= Aj 1se (j=l, 2, ... , n) 

From the 1 t equation of (C.10), the eigenvector~ is obtained as follows: 

(C.10) 

(C.11) 
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following equations of equation (C.10), the remaining 

eigenvectors 
1

re also expressed as function of the state x1 and the eigenvalues: 

ta = ~ X1 + Aj X:? 

: {(11.1A2+ • • • +11.D11.J Aj (11.1+A1+ • • • +AD - 11.j)} X1 

: { L Ait/1.i} X1 
k;tj,l;tj,k;tl 

14 = ha X1 + Aj Xa 

= {-(A1A2Aa+ · · · +ADA1A.2) + 11.)11.1+A1+ · · · +AD - 11.j}} X1 

= {-( L, AmADA.o) + Aj L, "'itA1} X1 
m;tn;to k;tj,l;tj,k;tl 

= - L "'itA1Am1X1 

If all the e~genvalues are negative, all the coefficient of the above equations 

are positive. Therefore, all the eigenvector have the same sign as x1. 

If all eigeJvalues of A are distinct, the response of X = Ax due to x(O) = x,, 

can be written as: 

respectively, ight and left eigenvector of the system matrix A which is 

associated wit 11.j. In the time domain, the equation becomes: 

x( ) = L (pjxo} eJ.._;t qj (C.14) 
j 

If x0 is cho en so that pj x 0 =0 for all j except j=i, then the equation (C.14) 
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diminishes t 

x(t) = (pix0 ) e"it qi 

For this Litial state, only the mode ~· is excited and x(t) will travel 

along the dirJction of the eigenvector CL· 

C.3 3-order System 

Rewrite a 3-order right reaching dynamics: 

X1 = -hl X1 + X2+ 

X2+ = -h2 X1 + Xa+ 

*a+ = -ha X1 + ud 
(C.15) 

Since the state x1 is not changed by the coordinate transformation in 

each domain (1+, n0 , n_ , it is noted without a sign of+ or -. It is obvious 

that, in the s ifted coordinate, the above system is a linear system and it is 

asymptoticallt stable and attractive to the shifted origin. Since the right 

half domain h+ and the left half domain n- are symmetric to each other 

about the orif n of original coordinate, let us consider the half domain Q+ 

only. If the iritial states are not on the sliding patch, then the solution 

point needs tj be attracted to the sliding patch. Hence, for the stability 

analysis pu.rp1se, it is assumed that the initial point is satisfying the passing 

condition ~+>() without loss of generality. 

Case 1) 

With the i itial condition d3+ > 0, the initial velocity field of the reaching 

dynamics is o tained from (C.15): 



x~ >O 

x!+>O 
I x·i <0 

3+ 
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(C.16) 

We can do pole placement to choose the linear correction coefficients. 

Let us assum that the system is underdamped or critically damped. Since 

the Hurwitz ystem is asymptotically stable, the velocity of x1 is negative as 

it approaches the switching plane. The velocity field, ii < 0, is due to the 

state~ in the equation (C.15). 

Hence, Xi< 0 implies d:;+ < 0 (C.17) 

/ if O > ~+ > -2 k1 : satisfy sliding condition 

where \u <f.. t-2 k1 : passing the hyper plane 

The initial passing point with da+ > 0 arrived at final point, ~+ < 0. The 

associated vellcity field is "2. = -IL, x1 + x,. in which the first term -IL, x1 is 

always negatite and x,. is strictly decreasing. Consequently, the direction 

of velocity x2+ _fan ~e changed only once and the velocity of x2+ is negative at 

the final passtg time. · 

~+ < O implies xt < O (C.18) 

The apprJhing velocity X!. < 0 near the switching plane x1 - 0 is due to 

the negative sJte of x, •. 

x:l < O implies <T,. <O (C.19) 

The equatiL (C.17) and (C.19) shows that both of the final passing state 

are negative ( 2+ < 0 and <fa+ < 0). The general shearing effect of the sliding 

observer can e explained by the "sign equalization" of the final passing 

state. 
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Let us co sider the other case d3+ <O. 

Case 2) 

With the ·nitial condition at<O, the initial velocity field of the reaching 

dynamics is 

Xi> 0 

x;+ < 0 (C.20) 

x~+ <O 

the x3 is stric ly decreasing. 

xi+ < O implies crt < O (C.21) 

The appr9aching velocity Xi+< 0 near the switching plane x1 "" 0 is due to 

the negative of state "2+. 

). < 0 implies<>;.< 0 (C.22) 

We can se here the "sign equalization" of the states of the final passing 

point as it is i the equation (C.21) and (C.22). For the case of passing right, 

the unified siln of final passing state is positive (~_ > 0 <fa_> 0). The sign 

equalization ii due to the characteristic of the sliding observer velocity field. 

The direction fr each state i; is the function of x 1 and x,.1 (for the last state: 

ud) only. Since, in the right reaching domain, x1 is positive only and the 

velocity oflast state :x:3+ is strictly decreasing, each direction sign can change 

only once or n t at all. This special feature of the sliding observer guarantees 

the sign equal zation in 2- and 3-order cases. 

It is use 1 to note that crt of the final passing point has the opposite 

sign of ~s: 
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. (C.23) 

When thlsolution point passes left, the succeeded initial state in the 

shifted-coordi ate is obtained by the equation (2.60). Particularly the second 

state determi es that the solution point pass through the hyperplane or not. 

crt('t) = <J;+C'tj) 

crt('t) = ~+C't) + 2 k1 

\ a',_(,;)·=· o'~(<;l + 2 J<._, 

(C.24) 

If the sigj of the second state in the following shifted-coordinate does 

not change, t: en the solution point crosses the hyperplane. If the sign is 

changed, the the sliding motion starts because the solution point moves to 

the hyperplan from the both sides. 

C .4 High Order System 

In the pre ious sections, the transient and the final states were reviewed. 

For the mini , um phase LTI systems, the sign of final values are unity as 

shown in the , revious section. The eigen structure of the reaching dynamics 

shows sign e ualization also. However, since the reaching dynamics is 

only some paJt of the transient period, it is a subtle problem to prove the 

sign equalizaton of the reaching dynamics. 

Conjecture C.l Initially unified sig:n case. 

If the initL signs are the same each other then the sign of the velocity 

changes only !nee. 

JustificatJn) Consider an-order right reaching dynamics in the shifted-



coordinate. 

X1 = -hl X1 + X2+ 
X2+ = -h2 X1 + Xa+ 
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Let assul,e the sign of all of the initial states are positive except x1 =0. 

At the hyperjlane (x1 =0), all of the velocity field are positive direction except 

the last velocly. 

Let assuje the sign of :x:1 changes only once then the state x1 is convex 

over the rightjreaching domain as followings: 
I 
I 

I 

I 

X1~- t-
. ~ 1 ~ .• t 

Figure C.T a) Convexity of x1 

i 
I 

• t 

b) Concavity of -hi x1 

For the i_~h equation, the first term in the RHS, -hix1, is concave over 

the right-reacting domain. The last state x 0 that is initially positive decreases 

strictly and t~e sign of the final passing point of x. is negative (see detail 

Chapter C.1). 

The initial velocity direction of the second last state, i.e., x<n-o+ is positive 

and becomes egative when h0 _1 x1 is greater than the state x0 • Since the 

last state x0 st ·ctly decreases and the term, -h0 _1 Xi, is concave over the time 

domain, the s · gn of x<n-o+ changes only once. Therefore the second last 

state, x<n-o+ is concave. Let assume the state decreases enough so that it 
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becomes negative as plotted in Figure C a). 

The initialvelocity of the third last state, i.e., Xcn-2)+ is positive and becomes 

negative whe h0 _2 x1 is greater than the state x0 _1• Since the second last 

state x0 _1 convlx and the term, -h0 _2 x1, is concave over the whole time domain, 

the sign of Xe _2)+ changes only once. Therefore the third last state, x<n-2)+ is 

concave. The sign change of the rest velocity can be explained as the same 

way as the fi rmer ones. Therefore, the assumption of convexity of x1 is 

valid. 

X(i+l)+ 

Figure .4 a) Convexity of the state b) Sign Change of the state 

Each state decreases enough to be negative as the state x1 approaches to 

the hyperpla e. If the state x2 is positive when the state x1 decreases and 

approaches to the hyperplane, then the velocity x1 is positive and the state x 1 

increases aga n. Therefore, x1 cannot be zero with the positive state x2 and 

this is contrad·ct to the convexity of x1• 

Conjecture 2 

All the final signs are changed from the initial sign 

Justificati n) If any state xi+ has the same sign at the approaching the 

hyperplane in tance then it will change the sign of velocity of the previous 



state x(i-l)+ ag in. This is contradiction to the Lemma 1) 

Siirn Alternatlne: (For right-reaching domahl,i 

Rewrite le reaching dynamics: . 
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(C.25) 

The initia velocity field is function of d+ and ud only. The signs of the 

initial state 1e . 

( ~y = [ 0 + ... + - ? ... - ] 
'-----v-----' ~· 

part I part II 

The j-th e uation of the reaching dynamics has the first negative state 

x + = - hjx1 + Xc.i+i)+ 

rrl,., is negative all the time until x1 become 0, the first negative Part I) 

state xj+i do t e same role as ud in the initial sign unity case. Hence, the 

number NI is increased at least 1. If xj+l become positive at the instance x1 

arriving the yperplane then the NI does not change in the next reaching 

domain. 

Part II) ·11 he disturbance input also unifies the sign of the state in 

descending orfier so that the system will satisfy the sliding condition or on 

the way to the sign unity of the passing point. 

C.5 Numerical Search Program 
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C.5 Numerical Search Program 

The sour e code of the MATLAB program SOON and the SIMNON 

program Re ching are listed for the third order case only because the 

extension to he higher order system is straight forward. 

C.5.1 SOON (for MATLAB) 

~~:::::::::~:::_r:~:~~:::::::~:~~~~~~::~::::~~::::~:::::::::~:::::::::~: 
% .Sliding~~bserver design by wQrst reaching dynamics 
% f~r Nonlinear/ uncertain system 
% PURPQSE: Known Bounded Disturbunce and 
% ~own Bounded Initial States 
% Design Fhe sliding observer coefficients in order to 
% cbnverge to the sliding patch directly. 
%-----------------t-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% For 3rd order only 
odr=input('Sy~tem Order=') . . 
w=input('Wllax=') . 
wll=l.l*w 
k3=max(l.1,w 1); . 
% Select the proper Linear Coefficients 
disp('Choose H so that the system is critically damped or slightly under 

damperl')"; 
hl=input('h1=1') 
h2=input('h2=') 
h3=input('h3t 

% Save data ~~r the Simnon program Reaching 
save d_reaching 
!ren d_reachifg.mat d_reaching.t 
% Run the Si:rp.non Program Reaching 

mreaching 
% Get the Output of mreaching 
!Ren o_reachi 1 g.t o_reaching.mat 
load o_reachi g 

% Steady Stat with constant disturbance 
x2ss=w*kl/k3; 
x3ss=w*k2./k3; 



%disp('S1idin dynamics e.v.'); 
%As=[-k(2,l)tl,l) 1;-k(3,1}/k(l,1) O ]; 
As=[-k2/kl l;-1 3/kl O ]; 
eas=eig(As); . 
if re(eas) > 0 t~en disp('Warning:Unstable Equivalent Dynamics!!') 
subplot(122);gr1d; . 
axis([-0.5 0.1 -r.' .5 1.5]); 
plot(eas,'*'); 
xlabel('Re');y abel('Im'); 
title('E.V. of Jiiding dynamics'); 
end 

C.5.2 Reaching (for SIMNON) 

" ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------

" 
MACRO M_REACHING 

------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------
" Plot whole soop at once : for third order system only 
syst sys3 cost3i gold3 conn3 " *3. t: 3rd order system 
store xl x2 x3 t [sys3] tau j[cost3] 
error le-6 ] 
init x2in[gold3f :3 "The initial bound of the states 
init x3in[gold3 :2 
" Estimates th

1 
proper number of the evaluations of the cost function 

" in the GOLD. T search. 
let plow=O g 
let phigh=2 
let acc=.01 
let uncO.=phi -plow "Initial uncertainty. 
let fl.=1. 
let £2.=1. 
free qfl. 
free qf2. 
free x. "Ratio fn-1/fn. 
free uncn. "Unpertainty after N evaluations. 
free n. "Requifed number of evaluations. 
free pO. "Initi'l optimization starting point. 
free tevaJ. "S~~ulati~n time. for ~valuation. 
free toptim. 'Total simulation time. 
default nmax. J20 "Maximal number of evaluations. 

"----.-Ca!culatioT of required number of evaluations 
for 1=1. to nm~t. 
let qf2.=fl.+f2. 
let qfl.=£2. 
let fl.=qfl. 
let f2.=qf2. 
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let X.=fl./£2. 
let uncn.=un, 0./fl. 
let n.=i 
let nacc=-.05 

if uncn. le na~c goto exit 
next i 
II 

label exit 
II 

------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------
let pO.=x.*un 0. 
let pO.=plow+ , 0. 
init p:pO. 
init pmin:pO. 
init phi:phigh 
init plo:plow 
disp teval/teval 
let toptim.=n. fteval. 
let tperid.=12*J~teval. 

simu O toptim .. 001 /dz31 tperid. 
init xlin[gold ]:xlin[gold3] 
init x2in[gold~]:x2in[gold3] 
init x3in[gold~]:x3in[gold3] 
~n~t jmin[gold3i]: le33 
m1t m[gold3]: [gold3] 
export dz31 <dl31 

letdat=dz3 
II 

------------------~---------------------.-------------------------------------------------
11 Step by tep 
II 

------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
default step. 130 · 
for jj=2 to ste_p. · 
let datjj=dat+jj 

let pO.=x.*uncO. 
let pO.=plow+pb. 
1 .. * et nn.=JJ n. 
let jj l=jj-1 
let nnO.=jj 1 *n. 
disp teval/teva "from· gold3 
disp xl/xl 

let toptim.=nn. teval. 
let tbgn.=nnO. * eval. 

simu tbgn. toptlm. 0.0001 /datjj tperid. 
init xlin[gold3]:xlin[gold3] 
init x2in[gold3] x2in[gold3] 
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init x3in[gold ]:x3in[gold3] 
init jmin[gold ]: le33 
init m[gold3] nn. 
init p:pO. 
init pmin:pO. 
init phi:phig 
init plo:plow 
free uncO. 

"suspend 
export datjj< atjj 
if xl. le ace go 1ro exitj 

nextjj 
II 

----------------------------------
label exitj 

split 2 2 
area 11 
ashow x2(xl) 
turn dark on 
area 12 
ashow x3(xl) 
area 21 
ashow x3 x2 11

1 

area 2 2 
turn dark off 
ashow T 
end 
.. ___________________ r ______________________________________ . _______________________________ _ 

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM SYS3 
II 

input T alarml 
outputyl y2 y3·.el e2 e3 
state xl x2 x3 
der dxl dx2 dx 

"Disturbance ~nput :T 
dxl = if alarm ,0.5 then -hl *xl + x2 else 0 
dx2 = if alarm 0.5 then -h2*xl + x3 else 0 
dx3 = if alarm 0.5 then -h3*xl -kn*T else 0 
st= CTERM(t> 0 or (dxl<O and xl < eps) ) 
eps:-.001 
W:300 

"Output 
mag = sqrt(dxl dxl+dx2*dx2 + dx3*dx3) 
el = xl + dxl/ ag 
e2 = x2 + dx2/ ag 
e3 = x3 + dx3/ ag 
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yl=xl 
y2=x2 
y3=x3 

"parameters 
hl:6 "1.8 --- atal.8 
h2:12.2 ".95 "]2.2 
h3:8.4 II .25 "8 4 
kn:.023 
end 

II 

------------------i------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM COST3 

II 

------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Evaluates tlh ost function 
input el e2 e3 u · 
output j alar 
state sl 
der dsl 

" Measure dis ance 
dsl = if not al rm then el*el + e2*e2 + e3*e3 else 0 
V = sl+.01 
j = 1/v 
"Alarm test: 
alarm= ifj>jmax then 1 else 0 
"parameters: 
Jmax: 1000 
end 

II 

II 

-------------------1---------------- .------------------------------------------------------
DISCRETE SYSTEM GOLD3 

"Discrete syst~lm to perform optimination of one parameter 
inputj yl y2 y3 · 
output peval t egin 
state plo phi pmin p jmin xlin x2in x3in m n 
new qplo qphi qpmin qP qJmin qxlin qx2in qx3in qm qn 
time t 
tsamp ts 

"Update the se rch state: 
left= P<mid 
deer = J <Jmin 
stepn=qm-qn 
t15 = stepn+ 1.5 
t05 = stepn+0.5 
PloFix = ift<tl *teval then 1 else mod(left+decr+l,2) 
PhiFix = if t<tl *teval then 1 else mod(left+decr,2) 
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unc = newPh -newPlo "Uncertainty interval. 
mid = (Phi+P o)/2 "Midpoint of the interval 
new Plo = if P oFix then Plo else if deer then Pmin else P 
new Phi = if P iFix then Phi else if deer then Pmin else P 
newPmin = i I deer then P else Pmin .· 
qJmin = ift>t05*teval and deer then J 

else Jrrlin 
qPlo = ift>t15J*teval then newPlo else Plo 
qPhi = ift>tlo*teval then newPhi else Phi 
qPmin = ift>t~5*tevalthen newPmin else Pmin · 
qP =Peval j 

"Calculate the new evaluation point Peval: 
Peval = ift>tq5*teval then newPhi+newPlo-newPmin else Pmin 

"Reset procesJ and loss-function after each test 
II I 

qm = m+l Counter 
qn = ifn<ll.5~hen n+l else l"Numbering in each step 
qxlin = if mo (m+ 1,nmax)>O then xlin else yl 
qx2in = if moj(m+ 1,nmax)>O then x2in else y2 
qx3in = if mol(m+l,nmax)>O then x3in else y3 

xl[sys3] = xlin 
x2[sys3] = x2i~ 
x3[sys3] = x3irl 
sl[cost3]=0 
"New sample: 
ts= t+teval 
tbegin = t 

"Initial values that should be set by the user 
nmax:12 "Ma number of evaluation in each step 
n:0 
m:0 
Plo :0.0 "Lowe1 bound of parameter 
Phi :1.0 "Upper, bound of parameter 
P: 0.61803 "G9lden section ratio 
"Jmin :1E33 ":Max real value 
teval : .05 "Simulation time for evaluation 
end 

II 

------------------- --------·--------------------------------------------------------------
II 

CONNECTING SYSTEM CONN3 
------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------timet 

T[sys3] = Peval gold3] 
el[cost3] = el[s s3] 
e2[cost3] = e2[s s3] 
e3[cost3] = e3[s s3] 
yl[gold3] = yl[s s3] 
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y2[gold3] = y2 sys3] 
y3[gold3] = y3 sys3] 
J[gold3] = J[c st3] 
tau[cost3] = t tbegin[gold3] 
alarm[sys3] = alarm[cost3] 
end 
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